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Rep orte rs may he
sub poe nae d aga in

•

Heati ng pipes hµrst
"Blowouts" in the underground heating system
kept maintenance crews busy this weekend, as more
than twenty University buildings were, or still are,
without heat.
"This has been a bear of a start-up season," said
John Sanders, assistant director of plant
maintenance and engineering.
Sanders said the blowouts were caused by rusting
pipes in the old heating system, some of which are
due to be replaced next year. The remaining pipes in
the old system are to be replaced within the 'next few
years.
Buildings affected by four leaks discovered last
week include: Hetzel and Alexander dorms, which
are to be fixed today, Kingsbury, Spaulding, Paul
Creative Arts Center, McConnell, Parsons, Horton,
the Memorial Union Building, New Hampshire
Hall. Nesmith, Kendall, Taylor, DeMerrit( James,
Morrill, Hewitt, Murkland, Teddy, and Thompson
Halls, and the Service Building.
Above, Harold Carpenter and Fred Jackson look
for a leak next to Spaulding Life Science Center. At
left, workers use a backhoe to uncover rusting pipes
in front of Kingsbury Hall. Below, steam rises from
parking lot next to UN H Bookstore· where heated
water ,was pumped from the underground tunnel
that houses the pipes.
(photos by Tim Lorette)

Computer serv ice lack s fund ing
By Darryl Cauchon
A University student stands in a
line formed at the Kingsbury Hall
computer cluster waiting to talk
digits to a ..con1puter.· He stands
behind one student. who stands
behind another. who stands
behind four more students .
The students seem to have
become accustomed to the lengthy
wait and accept it as part of their
Universit y life.

The plight of these students is
representative of more than 4.000
students using the University
computers this year, and as UN H
has mirrored.natio nal ii-ends in the

news analysis
tremendous growth of computer
demand, the number of computer
purchases has not.
The . primary solution to the

increasing demand is i·o i ~~!'.'
purchase of additional computer
equipment as well as an upgrade of
!he system_, accor_d ing to computer
services personnel.
While the obvious solution is for
the purchase of equipment, the
amount the Board of Trustees will
allot to fund these purchases seems
to be a major problem.

COMPUTER , page IO

By Darryl Cauchon
Two former reporters for The New Hampshire may be
subpoenaed to the New Hampshire Supreme Court for information
they have concerning the Nov. 14, 1979 murder of Joseph Woodside.
In two previous Strafford County Superior Court appearances,
reporters Laura Meade and Joel Brown declined to reveal the
identities of sources questioned in their investigation of Woodside 's
death.
The court's decision could set a legal precedent for future
decisions concerning the "rights or privileges" of reporters to decline
identifying confidential sources, according to David Souter, the
presiding justice during the two previous hearings.
A Supreme Court date for the two reporters has not been
scheduled .
John Boeckler, the defens~ attorney for Woodside's alledged
murderer Barney Siel, said the information the reporters have
refused to disclose would confirm his-claim that someone other than
Siel could have caused Woodside's death.
In the Nov. 20, 1979 edition of The New Hampshire, Meade alone
reported that "a source close to the investigation s~id he was
convinced the murder was premeditated - probably motivated by
robbery. The source also stated Woodside was dealing with drugs
while in town - either to sell or buy."
In the preceding edition (Nov. 16, 1979) Meade and Brown
reported "Woodside had been seen frequently in Durham during the
past week ."
Boeckler said at the first subpoena hearing (Nov. 24, 1980) that
evidence oi Woodside's drug dealings would strengthen his claim
that "a person or persons other than the defendant had the motive
and the opportunity to kill Woodside."
Meade and Brown have said they promised to keep the identities
of their sources in confidence in exchange for information, and
would not say if they would reveal the names of their sources if the
Supreme Court rules against them.
Souter ruled during the first hearing that although the defense
cannot obtain the reporter's revelant information elsewhere that it
will not affect Siel's verdict.
"The circumstantia l evidence that the defendant killed Woodside
is strong. After an examination of the entire record i cannot
conclude that it would be weaker. .. ,. said Souter.
"The rnost that this (the reporter's) evidence would tend to suggest
is that someone else in Durham could have had reason to dislike
Woodside or could have had reason to seek money or drugs from
him." said Souter.
William Chapman, Brown and Meade's lawyer, said the First
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution gives reporters the right to
protect the identity of confidential news sources.
MEADE, page 5

Mod ern 'wha lers'· see

wha les and dolp hins
first humpback whale for an hour
By Martha Sleep
At 11 :00 a.m. a man yelled, · as it went through a series of
manuevers which appeared very
"Blow at one o'clock about a half
graceful for an animal
mile out!" The chase was on.
approximatel y 45 feet long and
Onboard the Viking Queen, a
weighing about 48 tons.
charter boat out of Portsmouth,
The delight of the passengers
we soon approached the area of the
was evident. Mercer mentioned thP
initial sighting. A "blow" is the
bl.. ... ~
. f
h11mnh",_1, ---y to
- --upva ... 1'. lt:~ponds avora
release of a mixtt_m: of m0i~!!.!~~
and
clapping
the vibrations of
and waste gases through the
whistling, and the passengers did
blowhole (or nose) of a whale.
their best to comply. The whale
The whale that surfaced off the
submerged and surfaced several
starboard side of the boat was
times, each time presenting its tail
identified as a humpback whale by
as it gave a powerhl downthrust.
Scott Mercer. research associate
According to Mercer, a
with the UNH Marine Mammal
photograph of the humpback's tail
Project, and Director of the New
can identify an individual, much
Hampshire Whale Watch, a
like human fingerprints.
private organization.
The audience ranged in age from
The Whale Watch sponsored the
four to seventy. Most were in
day long excursion to observe the
various whales and seabirds WHALES, page 20
spending their last few weeks in the
·Gulf of Maine before migrati_ng
south.
After leaving Portsmouth
Harbor, Mercer gave a brief
lecture to acquaint the passengers
with the various species and
Campus Calendar_ _ page 5
characteristics of the whales and
Ad.:•ticino naee 21 .
Ciassific~
ciu:;!~ins that might be spotted.
· ·-~---., page 12
Editorial,
In the leciu1~, Mercer explained
_ pages 15,16,17
_
_
Features
that whales _are grouped ih two
· page· 6
· Notkes -· categories: .those with teeth that eat
22,23,24
pages
Sports
fish , and those that have baleen (a
natural strainer) which feed on
plankton. Mercer displayed
Arnold "Red" Auerbach
examples of baleen and a whale
skull.
spoke at UN H last night.
With many cameras clicking in a
See page three.
slow, steady rain, we followed the
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Surcha rge
rebate

INTERNATIONAL

still due

Irish guerrillas con~inue fight
BELFAST, Northern lreland--lrish nationalist guerrillas said
Sunday their fight against._ the British would continue even though
the seven-month prisoner ~unger strike was called off Saturday.
Ten men starved themsel\es to death during the seven month
period in support of a demand~ they b~ given political prisoner
status.
✓The strike was called off when it became apparent the families of
the hunger strikers were reluctant to let the prisoners die.

NATIONAL
Oswald identity confirmed
DALLAS--The body in Lee Harvey Oswald's coffin was exhumed
Sunday and confirmed by a team of pathologists to be the remains of
Lee Harvey Oswald.
The body was exhumed to determine whether the corpse was
Olswald or a Russian agent sent here to kill President Kennedy.
"We both individually and as a team, have concluded beyond any
doubt, and I mean beyond any doubt, that the individual buried
under the name of Lee Harvey Oswald in Rose Hill cemetery is Lee
Harvey Oswald, "Dr. Linda Norton, head of the team of pathologist
said.

Senate questions defense proposals
W~Sl:I INGTON--The Reagan Administration faced tough
questioning from the U.S. Senate Armed Services Committee
yesterday dealing with the deployment of the MX missile and the
proposal to build a new bomber.
Administration officials said the plan to deploy the MX missile
and to build a new bomber is important to reverse a "considerab_le
danger" of nuclear attack.

Zinc pennies to replace copper
WASH INGTON--Treasury officials will go ahead with their
plans to replace the copper penny with coins containing mostly zinc
starting later this year.
,
"We'll start striking the new pieces before the end of the year."
Alan J. Goldman, deputy director of the U.S. Mint. said.
The minting of the new pennies will cost the goverriment millions
of dollars less per year. treasury officials said.

LOCAL
Faculty member appointed
DURHAM--Dr. Henry J . Thompson. chairman of the
University's Department of Home Economics, was appointed to the
Chemical Pathology Study Section of the Division of Research
Grants, National Institutes of Health last month.
Thompson will join 17 other national authorities in evaluation of
applications for research and training activities related to the causes
of disease pertaining to chemistry and pathology.
Thompson is an associate professor and joined UNH in 1979.

Future of beaches to he examined
DURHAM--The future of New England's beaches will be
examined tonight in a lecture to be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Elliott
Aiumril C~:-:~~~Kcn Fink. professor of gcoiogy and oceanography al the
University of Maine. will speak on "Your Beachcs--What Will There
Be Tomorrow."
.
The Marine Extention and Public Education Program of the
UNH Marine Program will sponsor the lecture.

Fire companies from Newington, Dover, Pease Air Force Base
were amoung several who responded to a multi-alarm fire at 11 p.m.
last night at the Skyline Ballroom on Old Dover Road in Newington.
- Flames consumed a large portion of the building. The cause of the
fire is under investigation. (Barber/McCann photo)

SURCHARGE, page 19

Gingko tree set to, 'leave' soon
By Lisa Giguere
For the past four years, UN H's
Gingko tree between James and
Morrill Halls has shed its fan
shaped leaves in the last few weeks
of October, although one year it
kept dedicated watchers waiting
until November 1st.
Why would anyone. be so
concerned about a tree shedding its
leaves, particularly in the fall. and
particularly in New England'? )
The Gingko tree is the only tree
that sheds the major portion of its
leaves in two to four hours.
According to Jerry Howe, New
Hampshire Extension Specialist at
the Institute of Natural and
Environmental Resources
Department in James Hall, "On
October· 24. 1980 the Gingko tree

began to shed its leaves at 8:09
AM. By noon 75% of the leaves on
the tree facing the sun had fallen.
By the end of the day. 90o/c of the
leaves on the entire tree were on the
ground."
Predicting when the Gingko
leaves are going to fall depends on
the weather conditions. To get a
"perfect" drop in a matter of two
hours. the tree requires a period of
no rain, a series of cold, frosty
nights, and bright sunny days.
According to Dr. Owen Rogers.
chairman of UN H's Plant Science
Department. "People literally
watch for the leaves to fall in
October. and as soon as they begin
you can always count on someone
running down the hall calling.
"The Gingko is falling. the Gingko

is falling."
UN H's Gingko tree was planted
in the 1920\ between James and
Morrill Halls to compliment the
building plans that were designed
for that area of campus. However,
the plans were never completed.
A dozen or so of the Gingko
trees have been randomly planted
throughout the campus. The
largest is between James and
Morrill and stands approximately
55 feet tall: the second largest
stands next to Hetzel Hall on Main
Street.
The Gingko tree is the oldest
type of living fossil distributed
over the temperate regions of both
the Northern and Southern
hemispheres. It dates back to the
GING KO, page c,

Alumnu s to speak on his career
A University of New Hawp;hlic
alumnus who began his
photography career on the campus
and now has the largest
commercial studio in Hollywood,
will be the Distinguished Alumni

!e~t!.!rer on

Tuesday, October 6th.
Marshall Lefferts, a i967 UNH
graduate, specializes in
automotive photography and has
advertising accounts with Toyota,
Datsun and Honda.

Stoke hall to dunk people

In addition· to his automotive
accounts, Lefferts does advertising
photography for Hewlett/ Packard
calculators, Xerox, Singapore
Airlines, Vigoro, Platex and
others.
Lefferts will lecture on his career
at 8 p.m. in the Windsor-Charles
Room of the New England Center.
The lecture is open the the public.

DURHAM--The fifth floor of Stoke Hall will sponsor a "people
dunking machine" on behalf of Cystic Fibrosis during the
homecoming football game. Oct. 17.
Many groups across campus have offered their time to be
voluntary "dunkies." Included arc members of sororities and
fraternities , representatives from residential !if~. R .O .T.C.
Members. Athletic team members. representatives from freshman
camp. and student body officers.
A fee of 50 center a ball or 75 cents for three balls will be charged to
participate in the dunking .

A field trip in which Lefferts will
demonstrate techniques of fashion
photography is open for university
students. A former professional
model will be photographed by
Lefferts in his demonstration.
Students interested in the field
trip to Adams Point should
contact University photographer
John Adams at 862-2240 .
An additional speech will take
place at the Paul Creative Arts
Center at 12:45 , Oct 6th .

Weather
Today will be increasingly cloudy with r~~:It iikely later this
afternoon and tonight. High temperntures today will be 55-601l and
lows tonight will be 45 "501! .
Tomorrow will be mostly cloudy and windy . witb "cattered
showers . High temperatures will be in the high 50\:

By Robin Peters
The Student Senate is in the
. process of determining the future
of the energy surcharge surplus
dollars, according to Senate
Chairperson Ray Foss.
The surcharge, which came into
effect in 1978, was designed to
meet the rising costs of energy
without raising the cost of
University tuition. Last year,
students were asked to pay an
additional $100 on their tuition
bills for this purpose.
However, not all of that money
was consumed for heating costs,
and the balance figured out to an
approximate $3 rebate per student.
Because the rebat_e W<!_S _s_o
minimal, the Senate passed a·
unanimous bill declaring that the
funds would be used towards this
year's energy surcharge rather than
returned to individual student
pockets.
The figures for this year have not
yet been tallied, but according to
Foss. any excess funds will be
utilized in a similar manner.
"The Senate is proposing a
permanent rebate policy this
semester," Foss explained. "This
would credit the leftover money to
the next semester's funds
automatically each year."
Last year, the Senate fought to

Marshall Lefferts, a 1967 graduate of UNH, will discuss his career in
photography tonight at the New England Center. (C'ourtes)· photo)

Lefferts studied at the Art
Center College of Dei;ign in
California after his UNH
graduation .
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Auer bach speak s on
•
'big mone y' ID
sport s
By Larry McGrath
The public is getting sick and
tired of of guys making $400,000 a_
year and griping, bitching and
moaning for $450,000, Arnold
"Red" Auerbach told an audience
of 720 at the Granite State Room
of the Memorial Union Building
(MU B) last night.
"There is big money in sports, I
know that," Auerbach said. "The
athletes have got it, and the more
they have, the more they want."
Auerbach, the president and
general manager of the Boston
Celtics professional basketball
club, negotiates contracts of
players as part of his duties . He
indicated the nature of his job has
changed since the early I950's
when he began bargaining with
players.
"Today a guy comes in with a
stat sheet; I listen to the coach, I try
to see as many games as I can, and I
decide what he's worth," Auerbach
said ."Years ago, when you had to
make the team every season,if a
player brought in a stat sheet back
then and said: 'I want so much
money', I'd throw him out on his

Kari-Van bus driver Fred Twombly (Tim Lorette photo)

Meet the Midnight Ramb ler .
in time. Finally, the bus is on the
• By Dave Andrews
highway, a much less hectic
All around campus, posters
segment of the run, and the figure
have been put up by Kari-Van
in the blue Kari-Van jacket relaxes
advertising for a new bos service
just a little.
running at midnight to Dover and
Twombly has been driving for
Portsmouth on weekends.
the UNH Kari- Van service since
On the tall grey poster a dark,
it was formed in 1973. Then, there
mysterious bus driver invites
were only two buses and 10 partpeople to ride the "Mid night
time student drivers. Back then,
Rambler."
Twombly knew most of his
If you haven't seen the poster,
passengers.
then maybe you've seen the man:
Kari-Van presently has 20 buses
that is if you're one of the 300
and 60 drivers. "Now you couldn't
students who ride Dover A bus. - know everyone if you wanted
The figure in the poster and the
to, "Twombly says.
man behind the wheel are one and
"Despite occasional breakthe same, Fred Twombly.
downs and the monotonous
Twombly makes the round trip
routine of the schedule, the job still
from UN H to Dover Monday
has its benefits," said Twombly.
through Friday seven times daily,
For him it's the people.
and is known by name by those
"You couldn't ask for better
who ride his bus.
people . The people are the
The bus is often crowded and the
greatest," he says. "If I had to drive
radio is usually playing when
a truck by myself day after day, I
passengers board the bus. Some
probaoly couldn't do it."
read, others chat idly, while even · Passengers' feelings for
others just stare out the window as
Twombly are mutual."He's a real
Twombly eases the bus away from
cool guy. and a good driver," said
the curb and heads into downtown
one passenger.
Durham . Cars seem to merge from
As the passengers disembark,
nowhere and pedestrians
most of them say a friendly"Thank
nonchalantly walk in front of the
you." or "See ya later, Fred."
bus. barely getting out of the way
"Time for the weekend, right?"

Retir ed entom ologis t
donat es hugs to UNH
A retired entomologist has left
his collection of over one million
insects to the University
Entomology Muse um.
Wallace Morse. 65, an
entomologist who worked as
curator for the museum since 1968

"We have what
you call a working
collection. "
retired this September.
"I've always been interested in
bugs. When I was in high school up
in Hanover. I had a collection of
them." the 1938 UN H graduate

said. Morse's collection include
approximately 700.000 pinned
specimans. and an equal amount in
slides and alcohol.

Morse said he hopes his
collection will add spice to the
museum.
"We have what you call a
working collection," Morse said .
"By that I mean we are regularly
n:iounting _displays for entomologists. college students, Scouts
and others who visit the museum.
We have always tried to have
interesting exhibits for them ."
Morse said that through new
techniques of trapping insects that
hundreds of thousands are
collected in one night. The timeconsuming process of preserving
and cataloguing these insects. to
include new species. included trips
to the museum of Comparative
Zoololgy in Cambridge Mass.
The museum Morse ran until his

retirement

had a large. live

tarantula. Morse said that before

the hairy cmiture\ death do to old
age it was a popular ,tttraction.

• •

Twombly jokes with one student
on a Friday afternoon.
"You bet," the student replies as
he gets off the bus.
And where does Twombly go
after the route is completed?
"Back to the station and then we
start all over aga.in."

can."
The original coach of the
Celtics, a perennial National
Basketball Association power,
outlined his negotiating
procedure.
"When we reach an agreement, I
say to a guy: 'Are you happy wilh
this contract?',Au erbach
said."Naturally he.,'ll,.,~ay yes, but I
say:'lf you have a lousy year, I live
with it. If you get hurt, I pay you, I
eat the contract. If you have a good

year, I don't want you to come
back here and want to renegotiate'.
I tell them not to come back
wanting a new contract. I won't do
it and they know it."
·The short, impish Auerbach said
he did not blame athletes for trying
to get as much money as they
could, and that agents and owners'
'ego' were responsible for high
salaries.

Arnold "Red" Auerbach
"I think it's stupid," he said, his
ever-present cigar in hand."What
you're dealing with is ego, not
logic. They're (Ted Stepien of
Cleveland and Jerry Buss of Los
Angeles) millionaires, who the hell
ever-heard of them before. The fact
that they are known is part of their
ego."
'"RED", page 8

The lnquiri-ng Photogr apher
Do you thirik that·C.A.R.P. should receive
recogniti on as a student organiza tion at UNH?

Frank Linnane, '82
No, I don't think that they
should. The\' real fr wouldn't suit
the student population at UNH. I
don't like any group that controls
students that much.

Melonie Cyr, '85
I don't think ther should, no.
Thel' scare me. I feel ther have
nothing to o./.J'er the studeni hoc~r.

Rjay Jig, '85
Yes, definitely. They are an
organization and there are people
who want to join them, and they
should be allowed to. Without a
doubt, ther should have a chance
as a student organization.

Andrea Coville '82

No I don't think so, not as a
student organization. I consider
CARP a cult and not a religious
organi:ativn. I think the majoritr
or the .'ilUdenH are against ii.
.

By Tim Lorette and Henri Barber

Jay Bork/and, '82
No, not real~r. Mainly because
the student body wou/dn 't support
an organization with its roots in
any religious or moral issue-" I
really don't want to be paying their
bills (through SA F) because I
think it is a money making scheme
Jo; Rev. Moon.

Susannah Upton, '84
I don't think ther should
because their name should not be
associated with the Universitr. I

also don't think rher should be

allowed any funds· from our
student aC'livity budget either.
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Mens and Women's hairstyling
Durham Shopping Center
868-7363
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Gymnast turns to building body

IIIDlll~ul Open every Saturday

tl8JL

and Evenings
Tues. - Fri.)

By Ann Marie Collins
Josie Lemmi, a UNH gymnast,
established herself as a national
caliber body builder this summer
after competing in numerous
championships around the
country.
The five foot, 91 lb . gymnast
won Miss New England honors,
placed third at the Northeast
Womens Bodybuilding Championships, placed fifth at a national
professional championship at
Hynes Auditorium, placed second
at the national AAU championships in Atlantic City representing
the northeast region, and placed
twelfth at the Miss America
Professional Championships· in
Las Vegas. Lemmi won the most
muscularity division in the latter.
The petite senior says she didn't
get serious about bodybuilding
until last spring, when Pat
Cappola, owner of Polaris
Conditioning Studios in Malden,
discovered her.
"Pat thought I would be perfect
for building. I already had
definition, especially in my lower
body, from gymnastics," Lemmi
said.
Some of Lemmi's immediate
success probably comes from her
extensive background in floor
exercise where her skills in dance
movement help. The gymnast's
fluid movements , grace,
femininity, and her ability to reach
out to the audience has earned her
instant popularity.
The basic format for women's
BODY BUILDER, page 5
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Main

Street, Durham

1
TUESDAY
is

·PizzaNi te
$1.00 off
all pizzas!
Happy Hours
Mon.-Fri. 3:00 pm-7 :oo·pm

Body builder Josie Lemmi

(Courtesy photo)

TOSN OM

American·
Heart
Association

Presents:

Palmistry Workshop
by Thom Boyd

RED'S PRICE

s:i799

--....

•

Reg. Price $45

RED's@ 1100:ID

Students Free
Cafeteria
.,, Coffee, juice, and donut 60c
.,, Bring your own cup for coffee and save Sc
,,,MUBGrubs
.,,Bagels

Catering
v- Planning a function that you would like
catered, call 862-2484

MUBPub
.,, Thurs
Brian Phoenix, new sound DJ
.,, Fri
Face to Face, rock
.,, Sat
Lions, rock
.,, Sun
Russ Dumont and oldies
.,, Next Weekend The Eggs

Night Grill
.,, Open from 4-8 PM
.,, Special, Hot dog, fries, and soda $1
or with this ad 80c, good until 10/ 13/ 81

Pistachio's
,,,,, Cones Large 70c
Small 55c
.,, Yogurt pastries frappes sundaes

Ticket Office- Tickets now on sale
.,,·oct 17
Larry Elgart
"'Oct20-24 The Mikado

SHO'E~BARN

bring a friend and participate

October 6-13

.

~

Oct. 8 7-9 pm
Carroll-Belknap Room, MUB ·

Broadway
Dover
742-1893

'F..,-..,c,-..,-..,-..,-..,....,....,...,...,....,....,.._,....,._,...,.._,._,...,....,....,....,....,..,.J""..,....,.._,...,.._,._,...,....,....,.._,._,...,....,.._,..,.o----1

§

§

I

Special 0/ the Week

I§

LOG HOUSE DESIGNS

I
I§

I§ NYLON RAIN I§
I§
PARKA
I§
I§
§§
§
§
§
§

I

only $19.95

I

reg. $25.00
Completely waterproof Features include a twoway zipper, hood with drawstring, and
adjustable cuffs. Our best selling rain parka!

§

I§

. •.
8s
·

§..,.

§
§§
§
§
§

I

§
§

l/lildtrnt55 Crai/5 II

Pettee Brook Lane
Durham

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-s:30

I
S

·

.

S
Sat. 9-5 .00
~..,...,...,....,....,....,...,....,....,....,......0,-_,...,.....o--.r..r...o--J
"'.r..,-..,...r......-..r..r..r..,-..,-.,r....,._,...,._,...,...,...,...,..J""..,......o,a8

/~

~,·~

JORDACHE !
EYEWEAR

Whitehouse
Opticians
6 Broadway St.

Dover N.H.
tel. 742-1744

-
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----B ODY BUID ER-- -(Continued from page 4)
body building championships
include three rounds. All' three
rounds require different poses or·
stances that allow the athletes to ,
project personality, grace and
muscle definition.
The first round involves the
relax posing·stand or four quarter
turns.
.. In this round I stand facing the
front, my side, my back, and then
my other side. This is usually my
weakest round because I'm so
small. The judges are looking at
symmetry or proportion and I
don't look as impressive as some of
the others because I'm always the
smallest competitor there."
The second round requires seven
mandatory poses that emphasize
muscularity - or definition-. Each
pose is designed to define a
particular muscle. Lemmi placed
first in this event at the Miss
America Professional Championships.
The third round is optional
routine that _consists of two
minutes of free style movement to
dance. Lemmi usually .. cleans up"
in the final exercise -due to her
experience in dance routines. She
has won "best presentation" in
three competitions.
"I like to do a lot of dancing
because of gymnastics. I think I
definitely have an edge over the
others in this round . A lot of the
women don't have the ~l~gance

and grace I think body building
portrays. I enjoy perfroming and I
·think the audience can sense that. I
really want to show that women
can develop their bodies to the
fullest and reach perfection
without losing femininity along the
way."
Lemmi claims that body
building has helped her gymnastics
by making her more defined, not
bulkier. She thinks she is stronger
and will be able to do more tricks

this winter. Practices this fall feel
good, she says and after a summer
off from routine training, the
gymnast thinks she will improve.
"Nutrition is the key to success,
but running is also important in
the sport. My goal in physical
fitness is to reach my potential
spiritually, physically and
mentally."
Lemmi hs recently been invited
to attend the Pro/ Am championshi'ps in Reno, Nevada sometime in
December.

---ME ADE
(Continued fro~ page 1)
Boeckler questioned in the first hearing if such a privilege for
reporters exists and says the 6th Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution gives his defendant the right to obtain witnesses in his
favor - to include Meade and Brown.
Siel's lawyer also said that Article 15 of the N.H . Constitution
gives his defendant the right to produce evidence that may be
favorable to him.
Siel was sentenced to life in prison with no chance of parole, but
was released from prison and granted a new trial when the N.H .
Supreme Court found that instructions given to the jury during the
first trial were prejudicial to the defense.
In preparation of this new trial, Siel's lawyer issued the subpoenas
to Brown and Meade.
Woodside's body was found on a trail next to the Wilderness
Trails Sports Shop at 1:45 a.m. on Nov. 14, 1979.

Classifie d Advertis ing
only $1.00
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CALENDAR
TUESDAY. October 6
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Greek Tragedy. Gilbert B.
Davenport, Theater and Communication. Room 303, James Hall,
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
ASCE LECTURE: Failure of the Teton Dam in Idaho. Gary
Jaworski, Civil Engineering. Room 311, Kingsbury, 1-2 p._m.
LINGUISTICS COLLOQUIUM: English Teaching in China: A
Personal Report. Marrisa Chorlian·, International Student Advisor.
Room IO I, Hamilton Smith, 1-2 p.m .
WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. Boston College. Field House Tennis
Courts, 3:30 p.m.
SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING LECTURE: Financial
Integrity in a Material World. Gordon MacFarland, CPA,
discusses current financial issues and the individual's responsibility.
Room 306, McConnell, 7:30 p.m.
FACULTY RECITAL: Baroque trumpet music from the Court at
Dromeriz. Robert Stibler, trumpet. University Art Galleries, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY. October 7
LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW AND QUALIFY FOR 1/ 2
TUITION REFUND.
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Education and the Cult of
Deficiency. Mary Winslow, Education. Hillsborough / Sullivan
Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: vs. St. Anselm's. Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
MEN'S TENNIS: vs. BU. Field House Tennis Courts, 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: vs. Dartmouth College.
Memorial Field, 3:30 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: Unhinged on the Road
Again: Age Relationships of the Late Precambrian of Eastern New
England and Maritime Canada. Willian Olszewski, Earth Sciences.
Room 119, James, 4 p.m.
FRENCH LECTURE / FILM SERIES: "Black Thursday." On
July 16, 1942, French police began a massive round-up of 13,000
Jews in occupied Paris. A 20 year-old gentile student's attempt to
save as many lives as possible results in a tragic personal loss. Room
110, Murkland, 7 p.m. Admission: $1.

THURSDAY. October 8
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERY: History of the Ogunquit
Art Gallery. John Laurent, Arts. Sponsored by Gallery Docents.
University Art Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center. 12 noon-I p.m.
Coffee and tea available.
MUSO FILM: "It Came from Outer Space," (with 3D glasses) is
one of the earliest and most effective of sci-fi "invasion" films.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union , 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1
or season film pass.
MU B PU 8: Brian Phoenix with the Top 40's. Sponsored by
MUSO. _8 p.m. Admission: -5-0<r. UNH ID/ proof of age required.

FRIDAY. O<·tobcr 9
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: Women and Reaganomics.
Marilyn Power, Economics/ WSBE. Sponsored by Division of
Continuing Education, New England Center, and UN H Speakers
Bureau. Berkshire Room, New England Center, 8 p.m. Prior
registration requested. Call DCE, 603-862-2015.
MUB PUB: Face to Face, rock. Sponsored by MUSO. Admission
charged . UN H I DJproof of age required.

JU11erican ancer oc1ety
2,000,000 people fighting cancer.

CALL JEANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONE!
You never kn,ow what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away- 24
hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find
out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call
might just make your day.
Aries (March 22-April 20) ... 1-212-976-5050
Taurus (April 21-May 21) .... 1-212-976-5151
Gemini (May 22June 21) .... 1-212-976-5252
Cancer Oune 22-July 23) .... 1-212-976-5353
Leo Ouly 24-Aug. 23) ....... 1-212-976-5454
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) .... 1-212-976-5656
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Sunday-Friday 5 pm-11 pm
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-8 am
All Day Saturday
Sunday 8 am-5 pm

1st Min.
56¢
36¢

Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) ..... 1-212-976-5757
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) ... 1-212-976-5858
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 1-212-976-5959
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) .. 1-212-976-6060
Aquarius Oan. 21-Feb. 19) .. 1-212-976-6161
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21) .. 1-212-976-6262

Extra Min.
39¢
26¢

22¢

16¢

22¢
22¢

16¢
16¢

These rates apply on calls you
dial yourself, no operator
involved, from the Durham area.
Tax not included.
*A sen·ice mark of Horoscopes-By-Phone. Inc.

@New England Telephone
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NOTICES
At:AUEMIC
PREMEDICAL/ PREDENTAL ,ADVISORY
COMMITTEE: For all interested students, an update of
the procedures fo_r ~pplying to medical and de~tal
schools, and a disc-uss1on of problems that a premedical
or predental student may have. Tuesday. October 6,
Room 202, Kendall Hall, 7-9 p.m.
TUTORIAL SERVICE: Open to all engineering
students and students with math-related majors.
Sponsored by Tau Beta Pi, Engineering Honor Society.
Offered Mondays and Thursdays through October.
Room 310, Kingsbury Hall 7-9 p.m.
ARMY ROTC FALL TRAINING EXERCISE:
Equipment, food and oth~r necessary materials are
·provided free, by ROTC. Fnday_-Sunda>'· Octob~r 9-11.
Pawtuckaway State Park. For further mformat1on call
862-1078.

CAHEEH
RESUME CRITIQUE: Friday October 9, Room 203.
Huddleston, I :30-4:30 p.m.
SELEC'fING A MA)OR WORKS~OP: \~1a"n"~';~ &
Counseling & Testm11 Center, Car_e_e_r . -~, ......
Placement~ and Liberal Arts Advising. Thursday.
October 8, Granite State Room, Memorial Union. 12:302 p.m.

g _,.,

CU IHS & OHGA!\IZATIO!\S
SOLAR ENERGY COALITION MEETING: Open to
all. Wednesday, October 7, Woodruff House
(Environmental Mini Dorm), second floor lounge, 7 p.m.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING MEETING: Every
Tuesday, Room 218, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
POT LUCK OINNER: Sponsored by Campus Gay
Awareness. Tuesday, October 6, Philip Hale Room, Paul
.
Arts Center, 7 p.m.
ADOPTED GRANDPARENTS II SECOND
INTRODUCTION: For any student interested in
spending an hour a week wit~ an aide~ person from this
area. Sponsored by · Social Service Department.
Wednesday, October 7, Room 305, Murk land Hall, 6:307:30 p.m.
UNH CHESS CLUB MEETING: Open to all students
and the general public. Chess eq~ipment provided . '
Tuesday, October 6, Room 53, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
INTER-VARSITY WEDNESDAY FELLOWSHIP:
Focus on evangelism with slide show feat_ured . Plans (·or
the uncommon original Friday social alternative
announced. Wednesday, October 7 Room 308
McConnell, 6:30-8:30 p.m.
For students interested in
WOMEN'S CENTER:
providi•ng resources and programs about_ wom~n·s issues.
Sunday. October 11, Room 134. Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Open gaming of all
types. All are welcome. Friday and Sat_urday: October 9
and 10. Hillsborough / Sullivan, Memorial Un1on,6 p.m.'
closing.

COMPl'TEH SEK\'ICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee arc listed below.
Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or stop by Room
2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 charge for all nonUSN H personnel.

HELP SESSION: For individual help about specific
problems. Friday, Octobe_r 9, _Stoke <:;'lus~er, 8-9:30 a:m.
BATCH / CTL: Will provide 111struct1on 111 the crea_t1on
of control files for running batch jobs from a termmal.
Friday, October 9. Stoke Clus~er._ 1-3 p.m. Pre-req~isi~es:
Beginning Timesha-ring; Begmmng SOS or Begmmng
TECO. Course fee: $2.
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS: Two-session
course will attempt to introduce those unfamiliar with
computers to just what a computer is. what it can and
cannot do, and deal with assorted fears and biases
concerning computers. Monday and Wednesday,
October 12 and 14. Stoke Cluster 8:30-10:30 a.m. Course
fee: $4.
BEGINNING TIMESHARING: Two-session course
will provide instruction in the mechanics of term\nal
operation, the LOGIN procedure. and other momtor
commands. Monday and Thursday, October 12 and 15,
Stoke Cluster, 6-8 p.m. Course fee: $4.
COl '!\SELl!\G & TESTl!\G
WEDNESDAY NITE SERIES WORKSHOPS:
Meditation / Relaxation. Sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center. Wednesday, October 7, Schofield House,
.
· 7 p.m.
NHOC SLIDE-SHOW: Mini series on travels m
Scotland, Germany. and Austria. Tuesday. October 6.
Carroll Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. Wednesday.
October 7. Outing Club Office, Room 129, Memorial
Union, 7:30 p.m.
BIKE-A-THON FOR ST. JUDE'S HOSPITAL: Make
pledges today and show your support in the battle against
childhood cancer. Sponsored by Lower Quad dorms.
Friday. October 9 at 6 p.m. to Sunday, October 11 at 6
p.m. Begins at lower quad. Pledges made to St. Jude's
Children's Hospital for cancer victims: also. need
monitors to watch bikers. Call R.A.'s Steve, 226 Hunter
Hall, 862-1588: Karen, 210 Gibbs Hall, 862-1595: Dale,
310 Gibbs Hall. 862-1596.
KARATE LECTURE / DEMONSTRATION: David
Shaw, first degree blackbelt, a showing based on.eight
years of study and teaching at Rose School of _Karate,
Portsmouth. Sponsored by Eaton House. Creative Arts
Mini-dorm. Wednesday, October 7, Eaton House living
room (behind Forest Park / Christensen). 8-9 p.m.
IMPROVISATIONAL DANCE CLASS: Jean Brown,
Modern Dance Instructor, will present a class for all
abilities. Sponsored by Eaton House, Creative .~rts
Mini-dorm. Tuesday, October 6, Eaton House living
. room. 7-8:30 p.m.
SQUASH CLUB: Sponsored by Recreation
Department. Tuesday October 6, Field House Courts.
6:30-8:30 p.m. Open with a beginners lesson at 7 p.m . and
an advanced ' lesson at 7:45 p.m.
8-BALL POOL TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by UNH
Games Room. Sunday, October 11 Games Room,
Memorial Union. 11 a.m . Registration Games Room.
100 le,el. now through 10:30 a.m .. Sunday, October 11.
one dollar penalty for late registration .
4TH ANNUAL HOMECOMING !OK ROAD RACE:
Sponsored by Department of Recreational Sports.
Saturday. October 17. Field House 9 a.m. Advanced
registration : $3. Wednesday. October 14 . Late
registration plus $1 accepted until I hour prior to the start
of the race. First 250 finisher~ will receive t-shirts .

(Continued from page 2)
·
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age of dinosaurs during the
"The Gingko tree is a hearty
Jurassic Period, 135 million years
tree. It will withstand any type of
ago.
Therearesevera!Gingkotreesin air pollution and remains
the United State,;, but they extremely free of insects and
originated in the Orient. They we!·e disease. However, Gingko wood is
introduced as ornamental trees m light, soft, and of little value,"
Eastern China in 1784, and later Owens said.
Will the Gingko perform as
introduced to the U.S. by sea
expected this fall?
captains. The trees thrive well here
The answer remains to be seen.
because · the climate of the
Northern Orient is similar to the
The New H~mpshire (USPS 379-280) is published and ct"istr!buted semiweekly throughout th_e acad~m!c year. Our offices are located 111 Roo~ 15 I_
of the Memorial Umon Bu1ldtng, UNH, Durham_, N.H. 03824. Bus1_ness
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM-2 PM., Th1_rd class po~tage paid at
Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the f1_rst day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for t~pograph!cal or _other
errors but will reprint that part of an advertisement 111 which a
typog;aphical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER:
send address changes to The New Hampshire, 151 M~B. UN~. I?urham,
NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed by Courier Pubhshmg Co.,
Rochester N.H.

MUSO FILM SERIES
presents

Mens

All

Sizes

TURF
BUILDER

BROWN
JERSEY
GLOVES

% ggc
25 OFF
32 GALLON
TRASH CAN
5 Year
Guarantee

s7ss

Polypropylene
Head

$

488 ···,..... .

Save $4.00 _Save $1.61

·······• ........

K

WINDSHIELD
WASHER flRE Kidde
NTI-FREEZE EXTINGUISHER

95c

COMING: The American Friend

Thursday, October 8th
7 & 9:30 pm
Strafford Room, MUB
SJ.00 at door or Movie Pass

Gallon

.

$888 ([.
Save $4.11

• SAVE TIME - SAVE GAS - SAVE MONEY
SHOP THE WELLWOOD STORE NEAR YOU
OPEN MON. - SAT. 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
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The
action
against
cancer
amerlcan

cancer society

t.I

1 Orchad Stnet

Curl
up
with a
Good
B~ok

Dover, N.H. G.1820

. La 5t right heading down Central Ave.
in Downtown Dover

B~eakfast Buffet
Every Sunday

* Fiction
. * Biographies

9am to noon

* Women's Studies

All you can eat. .. $3 .50

Free beverage with breakfast
bring this ad
offer expfres

10-20-8 L

and Histories

Secon.dhand -boo/cs i:r

·

; .yHtworlc$
'.!I i:!{~, s,·n·t;I in Do,t'r
Illam-;·111111 ·1·tit·~l:1·y-Sa1tmlay
IOam-ipm Fridays

* Children's Books
* Paperbacks
25¢- 75¢
* Distinctive
Notecards

)Tq me, au the world's a stage,
(withthe possible exception
of central Ohio J ... ~ On the
TomBergeron radio-type
· .program, we dangle the
mike before fife's actors, be
they famous or obscure. Our
music, comedy, and telephone provide an eccentric.
r:§st stop at the end of
your day.
Broadcasting's Big Connectionf

TOM BERGERON
7:00 PM-12:00 AM
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In the
Senate
In the weekly meeting of the
Student Senate last Sunday night,
the Senate unanimously passed
Student Senate Bill Number 111-22
appointing Mike Long as an
alternate to the University Judicial
Board and Suzanne Lavendier,
Peter Stone, Donald Eaton, and
Robert Bocko to the Appeals
Board .

In addition, the Senate
unanimously passed Bill Number
111-23 appointing Congreve
R e-s i d e n t S e n a t o r S t u a r t
Herschfeld to the Judiciary
Committee of the Student Senate.
Also passed Sunday night was
Student Senate Bill Number 11124, resolving the Student Senate's
request of United States Senator
Warren Rudman to support
funding of student aid programs at
the level approved in the
appropriations for fiscal year 1982.
According to Students for the
University Council member,
Stuart Herschfeld, budget cuts
have seriously threatened the
future of studert aid programs
nationwide. Herschfeld has
initiated a letter writing campaign

to attempt to gain Senator
Rudman's support concerning
student aid at UNH. Any students
interested in writing a letter should
contact Students for the University
Council members in the Student
Senate Office, Room 130 of the

MUB.
Student Senate meetings are
open to the public and are held
every Sunday night at 6:00 in
McConnell, Room 212.

t
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American
Heart
Association

WE 'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

-----'RED'---(Continued from page 3)
have been one ot those state
department guys who knows the
right wine, but they wouldn't have
had the same effect."
Auerbach told of his
relationship with many of his
players over the years and had
some amusing anecdotes, but the
underlying mesage that came
through was the closeness of the
Celtic teams.
"When you read about 'Celtic
Pride', there is a lot to it," he said.
"It's knowing where everybody is,
what their job is, how their
grandchildren are, how they are .
We care."
"When you have the same guys
coming back year after year-eight
years, IO years, 13 years, you
develop a sense of loyalty," he
said ."I had -some bad apples a few
years out. I bought them up,
kicked them out.You can't have a
cancer on your on your ball club.
You have to watch out for cliques.
Black passing to black, white
passing to white, it happens."
Auerbach refused to answer
questions on selected subjects such
as the Danny Ainge case, where the
Celtics are trying to acquire Ainge,
who plays professional baseball by
buying out his contract. The Celtic
president also declined comment
on the status of Larry Bird's
contract negotiations. Bird is a star
forward on the Celtics now.

The balding executive kept his
audience laughing throughout his
talk as he recounted many stories
of his travel s around the world on·
behalf of the US state department,
coaching basketball exhibitions
and putting on clinics in foreign
countries.
"If they gave me $100,000 in
athletic equipment, I could do
more good than the $20-30 million
we throw away in some places, "he
said. "I know how io reach
people."
Auerbach told of taking a team
of great NBA players and traveling
behind the Iron Curtain in the mid-

I 960s .

You have something to,_
share with the peopl~of the
rural South and Appalachia
- yourself. Find out how
you can help, as a Catholic
Brother, Sister, or Priest.
Your request will be treated
confidentially.
■ I'd like information about
opportunities with the
Glenmary Missioners and
the free poster.
■ I'd like a free copy of the
poster only.

"I hate the commies; I'm pretty
gung-ho about this country. I told
our team that if we won by less
than 30 points, we should consider
it a defeat," he said. 'Td do
·anything to aggravate them
(opponents). I'd eat ice cream or
pretzels while I was coaching."
Auerbach said that the people in
one Iron Curtain country
(Yugoslavia) were not necessarily
bad, but their country's ideology
sometimes complicated things.
"When politics start to get into
sports, you have problems," he
said."I know what it's like to be an
ugly American. We sometimes
don't get any respect for the stupid
things we do, but I learned one
thing: don't be a p~o~y. I could

Glenmary Missioners
Room #60
Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

SIUl_RE THE COST

OFLIYING.

GIVE TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.
WOMEN: Glenmary Sisters, Box 39188, Cincinnati 45239

Having
Difficulty
Finding a Charter Bus~
Company Still
In Business?
HEN LOOK NO FURTHER ..

GOLDEN SHAMROCK
CAFETERIA
DINNERS

DESSERTS
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Still Serving UN H, its dormitories
fraternities, sororities, commuters
and all other campus groups
Your Choice Of Coaches or School Buses
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Good Food
Fast Serrice

At Reasonable Rates
Only 6 mi/,,,., from Cum /Jll."i

Dial 748-3200 (local, 7-digit call from Durham)
or, if no answer 207-439-4440

f
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Rte. I 25, Barrington, 2 miles No. from Lee Tra./f'ic Circle
Oirners: Thomas & Doris Saulnier
Hours: 6 days I I a.m. IV 8 p.11: -~:,.. ,·ed Sunc?1J_' '
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llliiii...Pettee

DURHAM COPY 868-7031

The New
Harnpshir.e

. . . · 7 Madbury Rd.

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR :
REDUCTIONS
STAPLING
COLLATING

-48hr.Lower Quad
Bike-a-Thon

Special Attention Given to:
RESUMES/THESES/DISSERTATIONS
TRANSPARENCIES/LABELS.

October 9, 10, 11
starting at 6 :00 p.m.
Friday

Pledge y our support
TODAY!!

Durham

Open
Until
11 PM
Seven
Days
A

XEROX 8200 DUPLICATOR

for St. Judes
Children's Hospital

roo Mar et

Open s111 Daus 8:30-5:30 m-F /8:30-12:00 sat

N.H.

Meat
&
Deli

Large

Selection of

Jenkins court-Durham (Next to Franklin Theater)

Chips
Crackers
Cheese

take on
.the challenge ...
realize
the future
The Challenge

The Opportunity

Imagination, courage, leadership and
engineering expertise of the highest order.. .
these are the traits you need to meet the
challenge of our technology. Our leadership position at the forefront of commercial
nuclear power systems will provide you with
unique professional experience.

GPU Nuclear is responsible for the operation
of Oyster Creek Nuclear Station in New
Jersey, start-up and recovery of two Three
Mile Island units located in Middletown,
Pennsylvania; and an off-site design and
engineering group in Parsippany, New
Jersey. We offer you: • Top benefits • Advanced educational opportunities and a
chance to live in beautiful North Central
New Jersey, the New Jersey Shore or the
Pennsylvania Dutch Country.

********** ******************************

!

coupon

One 12 oz soda
w,ith purchase of
one deli sandwich

!* •
*
!*

V nlitl through 0<"t. 11, 1981

********~**************************** ***

Mechanical ■ Nuclear
■ Health Physics/
Electrical
Radiation Protection
Chemical
For more information about job opportunities at GPU Nuclear, fill out the coupon
below and send it to: J. Troebliger, P.O. Box
480, Middletown, PA 17057. We seek men
and women from all ethnic backgrounds
and the handicapped.
■

General Public Utilities created an independent organization, GPU Nuclear, to
centralize its nuclear capability and
provide safer, more reliable generation of
electricity with nuclear energy. GPU Nuclear
has the strongest commitment to the
flawless §afety of our plants.

Pettee Brook Market

*
**
*

We are seeking entry level and experienced
professionals in the following categories:

The Commitment

Fresh

■
■

Cold ·
Soda
Pop

Gourmet
Foods

Cold
Cuts
and
Salads

Bread
and
Milk

Id rJJJ Nuclear
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION

will be on campus
October 27, 1981
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

i

I
I
I
I
I
I

--------------------------------------Id ijJ INuclear

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION

J. Troebliger
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, Pa. 17057

I
I
I
I

I
NAME
DEGREE, SCHOO
HOME ADDRESS
PHONE NO
SPECIALIZATION

·

-

I
I
I .
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

·~------~-------------------------------J
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. Durham 11111 ·
Jenkins Court ·ourham
868-5634
Open Mon-Fri 10-5
*½

PHI CHI THETA

HED.\LS!)A }' 0CT0Bl:R 7TH

TH ROl'(,'/1 Sl.\DA

>

Sat 10-2

price - labor rates - Mon., Tues., Wed.
with this ad.

0C7OB1:R II TH

10% OFF ALL BOOKS

Woman's Business Fraternity
INVITES ALL

PAPERBACKS. HARDCOVERS
GIFT BOOKS . BLANK BOOKS
. MUSIC BOOKS
CHILDREN'S BOOKS. TEXTBOOKS

WSBE

STUDENTS

to open coffee house
Tuesday, October 6 at 6:30
Jessie Doe Lounge
Wednesday, October 7 at 6:30
r~.~~~--.--.:. Hubbard Main Lounge
Thursday, October a·at 12:30-2:00

Upstairs at T&C. 64 Main Street
868-966I

Rm. 201 WSBE

GENERAl Foods·
INTERNATiONAl CoffEES

Free

One Sample Pack with five deliciously
different one-cup servings.

-Gratis

ONE CUP SUWING

Creamy rich, with on orange twist.

GE Nm Al Foods
INTWNATiONAl CoffFEs

Gratuit

ONL ( UP ',FnVltJI,

Smooth and light, French style.

GENE:RAl Foods·
INTFr~NATiONAl CoffFE~
• ~·.:•.••• ~-.•:•.< "-.·.•.• , d·.-·-·,•,<•.

Kostenfrei

-·,· ·•••• • • ·.·., ~•.;•.•.

v: :,· \ ;:.~ ..• .•.·•••:~};:::::::::::;:;::::;;~:;:•:~;,•,•.·.·.. ..

;j{·?~ ~)fll
ONE: CUP SFRV!NG

Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon.

GFNrnAI ~oods
INTFANATioNAl CoffFE~

'Jrish:Jtfocha:Jtfint

Saor

Delicious. Like a chocolate after-dinner mint.

GE NE AAl Foods
INnnNA1ioNAl Coffu~

Gratis

Suisse Moclla

$WISS STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVERAG£ -

-;,;,~;-:-:;:;. · • · • •· · · • · · • ·'

· • • .••• , ,' ... , • • ,· •

! • • •.,..·.✓ ..•u...- · . •~ ;::x• .-.-.

· ·•· ~ •·., . ....w,•,• •.•

•' •· , . . , ·.•

ONE I llf' ',I Hv•t.,

~----------~---------,
Rich and chocolatey Swiss.

I
University Bookstore
I
HAS YOUR FREE SAMPLE PACK OF GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL I
I COFFEES.
CLIP THIS COUPON AND HAVE A TASTE ON US. I college
Limit-one request per customer. Sample packs are available at your - - - I
bookstore while supplies last. This offer expires December 15,
G•F~
I
I 1982.If sample pack is not available at your college bookstore, .,.._____ I
I send
coupon, along with your name and address, printed on a
3" x 5" card, to General Foods® International Coffees Sample _ _ __.
I
I Pack Offer, P.O. Box 4051, Kankakee, Ill. 60902.
,1111•

Glllltw.POODI

!

FREE

·

FREE

!

---------------------@GenemlFoodsCo,pcrot;ont98t

COMPUTER
( Continued from Page· l)
In view of possible future budget
cuts, computer services personnel
will not have Carte Blanc to
purchase equipment despite
'.administrators setting high
priorities on solving computer
services problems.
In a speech given this September
by University President Evelyn
Handler, computer services were a
"priority" to be looked into this
semester.
In addition, Vice President for
Academic Affairs Gordan
Haaland said at a retreat last week
that · a thorough review of
computer services is needed.
Haaland is also meeting with
Albert Shar, the acting director of
computer services, t.o discuss the
problems a_nd remedies of
computer services, and Shar has
said major recommendations will
be made in two weeks.
The availability of funds will
mean little because a major
computer shutdown to install new
updated equipment cannot be
, done until the summer recess, and
Shar said noticeable improvements will take at least a year to
implement.
Shar said that caution is being
made to avoid a similar situation
of computer supply not meeting
student demand.
"What we have to do is make
sure that our plans include what
our needs will be in the future, so
we don.'t wind up with the situation
we have now," Shar said.
Excessive demand, however, is
not the only problem troubling
computer services; abnormally
high staff turnover is reducing the
department's effectiveness.
A report released by The Task
Force on Computer Services has
said that "several positions appear
to stay filled only until employees
gain s,ufficient training and
experience to go elsewhere."
In the operating division alone
12 people have been replaced in a
two year span to fill only 11
positions.
One woman hired from the
David~on Rubber factory last year
to work as an operator left less
than a year later to work in a
similar job at Portsmouth Liberty
Mutual, which gave a $3,000
increase in pay. She was later
replaced by someone else from
Davidson Rubber.
"Computer World" magazine,
which many computer services
workers call their "bible," has 20
pages listing higher paying jobs.
Although UNH pays between
$19 and $21 thousand to computer
employees, many of "Computer
World's" help wanted ads show a
starting pay between $28 and $34
thousand. This averages out to a
30% increase in pay.
"UN H is a nice area to live," said
· William Conroy, associate
director of computer services.
"There are people here I know who
can go elsewhere to look for work
but it has a certain charm here.'.'
A nice area to work or higher .
pay seem to be the two choices for
computer service employees.
A 25 percent pay increase to help
alleviate high staff turnover has
been recommended by the task
force, but whether funds will be /
granted is a · question yet
unanswered.

Subntlt typed
letters
to the Editor
in Room 151
of the MUB.
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presents:
The
Wednesday at Noon Series
for semester I 1981
a forum for discussions of popular interest

Material World"
- a discussion dealing with current financial issues and how
they relate to the individual's responsibility. The areas of
·taxation and personal record keeping will be specifically
considered.

"EL SALVADOR
OCT. 7
A COUNTRY IN CRISIS"
presented by Yoav Elinevsky
Head of CISPES
Carroll Room MUB 12:00

NOV.4
"CARE OF GREENHOUSE PLANTS"
presented by Christopher Robarge
Thompson School
Senate Room MUB 12:00

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6

7:30 pm

DEC. 9
"WOMEN AND EQUITY"

McConnell Hall (WSBE)
room 306

presented by Judith Buber Agassi
Visiting Profes&0r,Sociology Dept.
Senate Room MUB 12:30
PLEASE BRING A BROWN BAG LUNCf{

beverages provided

Society for Whollatlc Living

WEDNES DAY NIGHT SERIES
at the

COUNSELING CENTER
A s~Hies of informal, experiential workshops designed to help you explore
ways of understanding issues of personal interest.

All workshops are free, are held at the Counseling and Testing Center,
Schofield House and are facilitated by professional staff members.·You can
reserve a space by calling 882-2090.
October 7

_
Meditation/Relaxation
)

Tom Dubois

7:00 p.m. ·

October 14

Eating Concerns: A Yardstick
for Self-Image

Cynthia Shar
Ellen Becker

7:00 p.m.

October 21

Test Anxiety

David Cross

7:00 p.m.

October 28

Pitfalls in Close Relationships

Bob Congdon

7:00 p.m.

November 4

Men's Issues (for Men)

Tom Dubois

7:00 p.m.

November 18

Responding to Suicidal
Feelings of Others

David Cross

7:00 p.m.

December 2

Meditation/Relaxation

Tom Dubois

7:00 p.m.

December 9

Jealousy

Penny Chick
Janet Grace

7:00 p.m.

Most Workshops will run approxima~ely 2 hours.

,
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Editorial
One ordinance too m8ny
Who would have ever thought the day would
come when you would need an I.D. to play Space
Invaders?
For the residents ' of Durham, this situation
has become a reality.
The Durham Selectman passed an ordinance
last Monday requiring persons under the age of
16 to be prohibited from operating pinball
machines and video games unless accompanied
by a parent or guardian. It was the latest effort of
the selectmen to show the "kids" of this collegetown who is boss.
It all started a year ago when the selectmen
passed an ordinance that ordered residents of
Durham to lower their music after 11 p.m. This
fall, the selectmen imposed new regulations on
outdoor parties in Durham. The new rules
included limited guests to 500 people and
' requiring an off-duty police man for every 200
people.
Students found these laws hard to accept. But,
with grudging acceptance they swallowed the
fact that some of the more prominent social
events of the fall would be scratched.

No one challenged the laws of the selectmen,
obviously aimed at the age 21 and under group,
or more specifically, the college students.
Once the selectmen succesfully put a damper
on the college entertainment scene, there was no
place for them to go but down.
And what better way to hit the under 16 crowd
than to take away th~ir pinball.
It's hard to call the latest move of the
selectmen anything but absurd. How can owners
of the pinball arcades be expected to know how
old each child is?
The only identification most kids at age 16
have is a library card.
The selectmen said their aim is to halt the
excessive loitering and noise created in the
vicinity of pinball establishments. Obviously the
ordinance was passed with the Space Center,
located in downtown Durham in mind. The
selectmen seem to think "undesirables" hang
out at the arcade and create an unhealthy
atmosphere.
It m~y b~ true that a younger cFowd ofstuden ts
loiter in and in front of the Center. But where

would the selectmen rather have them, in the
middle of the Space Center or in the middle of
Main Street?
The ones who lose out here are the kids under
16 who enjoy going down to the Space Center
after school for a quick game ofp~nball. Not many
mothers are going to be 'Yillil)g to chaperone
their child in and out of the arcade.
The biggest thing the selectmen are forgetting
is that not all the loiterers at the Space Center are
under 16. And those who are will not let the
ordinance affect them. They'll just go find
someplace else to hang out and make some
noise. It's just as easy for them to hang out in the
middle of the ice cream shop right down the
street.
The Durham selectmen are not solving
anything by passing this meaningless
ordinance, they are simply relocating the
problem. After all, no one - not even the Durham
selectmen - can justify outlawing the purchase
of a chocolate chip ice cream cone.
J.M.

In defense of education
We all thought it was m~er in July, hut cuts in
financial aid programs by the Reagan
administration have just begun.
Not content with lea,·ing the $200 billion
defense budget balanced against a meager S15
billion education budget, the administration is
requesting an additional 12 percent reduction in
student aid.
Since ~tudent aid programs are fon vard
funded, we\·e felt only the effects of changes in
regulations, not changes in the budget itself.
If the Senate appropriations subcomittee gets
its way this Timrsday, theirproposed reductions
for five federally - supported student financial
assistance programs, will eliminate an estimated
1,063,000 awards nationally for low and middle
income college students, -according to J.W.
Peltason, president of the Ame1icari Council on
Education.
,
As shown in the chart helm~:, the lcYcl of
funding proposed by the senate suhcomittcc for
fiscal vear 1982 asks for cuts of $562 million
below- the already inadequate fiscal year
authmization level.
The reduction in Pell Grants ( BEOGs) would
elliminate 600,000 students who arc currently
eligible. In addition, ,·it1ually no families with
income greater than 818,000 would receiYc any
sort of aid.
1

A 42% cut in the SEOGs would require the
elimination of 270,00 students from the key
program for students attending higher-pdced
public and pti\'ate schools.
National Direct students loans would be
m·ailahle for 143,000 fewer students. This
reduction ,,·ould he especialy injmious to 'lowincome students, who arc unlikel\' to obtain
p1ivately-funded loans.
·
TI1e 826 million cut in state incentiYc grants
would eliminate 50,000 students now eligible
for the program.

~ MR. PRE'S IDE'~T,
IF you C:UT THE 'DEFENSE
BUDGET WE'LL . ONLV BE'
ABLE To DEST~ov TH£
WORLD Sl)(TE'.E.-1 Tl~ES

The message must he clear to our 90~ " " ' "
representative. Call Senator Warren Rudman or
send a telegram to his:
P011smouth office:
Room 205, Federal Office Building
80 Daniel St.
P011smouth, NH 03801
or his Washington, D. C. office:
3313 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
( 202) 224-3324
ufging him to stand up for the the educational
needs of New Hampshire.
This chance to defend these ,·ital programs
may he our last.

The New Hampshire

SUMMARY OF STUDENT AID ACTION

L01\1'1E BRE1\1'AN. Editor-in-Chief

FY81
Subcomm. _
. PELL GRANTS
(BEOGs)

2.35 8

FY82
Authorization

FY82 Senate
Ed. Approp.

2.65 B

2.37 B

550 M

550 M

SEOGs

370 M

370 M

215 M

NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS

186 M

286 M

186 M

COLLEGE WORK
STUDY

STATE STUDENT
INCENTIVE GRANTS

77 M

GUARANTEED
STUDENT
LOANS

1.91 B

77 M

JIM Sl!'\GER . Managing Editor
JACKIE MacMUI.I.A:\ . !'\cw~ Editor
LARRY McGRATH . Sport, Editor
HEJ\RI BARBER. Photo Editor

JEFF DAIGLE. Businc~s Manage r
JACKI J--REEOMA~ . AdHrtising Managl·r

550 M

50 M
2.6 B

*GSL is an entitlement program, which means that the government is obligated
to cover the costs. It is generally assumed that GSL will cost 2.6 B; therefore,
approval of House levels will require additional changes in authorizing
language .

GREG Fl.EMMl!\G. Managing Editor
El!'\AR SUJ\IJE. !'\cws Editor
MARTHA THOMAS. J--caturcs Editor
TIM LORETTE. Photo Editor
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into University affairs", mean that in
the interest of efficiency and
effectiveness we should ignore the
constitutionally guaranteed rights of a
minority group'? lfwe do so, what effect
To the Editor:
will that action have upon the Student
It is true that when I was asked my Senate's credibility'! That you. as the
personal opinion concer~ing an editor of The New HampJhire. would
editorial on the CARP issue. I suggest such an action demonstrates to
suggested to you that ~n inf~rmati_onal · me that the tradition .of reactionary
article stating both sides ol the issue journalism espoused by the Union
would be more advantageous to the
Leader is in no danger of dying out in
students than an editorial. It is also true this state.
that I said it was an emotional issue and
Further I would like to question
emotions sometimes inhibit neutrality. whether the Student Senate was
However, it is an interesting fact that established to represent the "views" of
in the survey you so fondly referr~d to the students or rather to "represent" the
in your editorial in the October 2 1_ssue students'!
of The New Hampshire, 88o/i ot the
Also I do not believe that in allowing
student body did not want C AR_P t~ be the Student Organization Committee
recognized as a student orgam~auon to act within their jurisdiction means
but 50% of those same students did not that I am in any way ducking my
know what the initials of CARP responsibility to an issue. Nor do I feel
meant!
that I need worry about "the hottest
The issue of CARP is not a political places in hell"because I take the time to
one. The University is being sued in the think of where I'm going. before
First District Court of Appeals on the coming to the fork in the road.
cunstiturional question of freedom of
Can I deny being asked by state
speech. It is obvious that_ ~ou d? n~t officials to withhold comment on an
understand the complex1t1es ot this issue. when no one asks me whether
issue. The Student Senate is the said event has occurred'! I particularly
representative voice of the s~u~~nts and wonder about the validity of this claim
as such must show respons1btl1ty. You when the only time I hear of it is in
are asking us to take a stand _where only reading your editorial.
the court may decide: the
In concluding I would like to thank
interpretation of the United States the S.O.C. and all the participants in
Constitution. The Student Senate Thursday's meeting for the concern
acted in the best interest of the students and restraint that they showed in
by remaining neutral concerning the handling this issue. Restraint I think
issue of CARP.
The New Hamp.~hire should respect if
Sara Jane Horton not emulate.
Student Body President
Sincerely.
Michael H. Harmon
Commuter Senator
To the Editor:
In last Friday's editorial entitled
'Think Before You Duck" the Student To the Editor:
The banning of CARP by the
Senate was severely criticized for
"sidestepping" the issue of CARP. Student Organizations Committee
Bcforc•your readers decide to s~allow should distress everyone who values
the bait whole. we would hke to \he academic mission of UN H or any
University. The heart of the academic
respond to the accusations presented
mission is teaching "Idealistic and
against us.
You raised the question ."What naive students" how lo engage in a
happened to the Student Senate'!" at tough-minded search for truth. not
Thursday's SOC hearing on whether or how to hide from ideas. Ideas are
not to grant CARP student dangerous only to those who are afraid
organization recognition. Why you of them.
chose to even raise that question. when · The real voice of a_pathy says "ban
at least 12 of the I 00 or so in attenda nee those ideas" and "burn those books". I
am afraid that this latest incident with
at that hearing wc1~c members of the
CARP reflects a lack of inte.llectual
Senate. is a mystery.
vitality at UNH and a loss of
Another thing you mentioned was
the survey the Senate took last year. If confidence in our academic mission.
Susan 0. White
it is assumed that the survey results
Associate Professor
were not valid. as you indicated. then
Political Science
what is the Senate to base its action on'!
In fact. if the survey did show anything.
it was that most studt:nts did not know
,-crv much about CARP.
i ·hc Senate. then. must act using the
knowledge of the issue that it has. To the Editor:
While undoubtedly there is a strong
This letter should clarify some
feeling against having C:"RP. on misunderst,1nding The_ Ne~,campus there arc other cons1dcrat1ons Hampshire may have caused m th_c1r
involved . Does the majority of the article of September 29th. concerning
student body know that there arc other the Granite's "scrutini1.ation." It also
religious based organizations on takes advantage of an opportunity to
campus with organization recognition'? explain why the past_ two ycar~ooks
Since CARP claims to have affiliation have not yet been pub~•.shcd_. ~opmg to
with the Unification Church. is it right tighten the amount ol mquincs at our
to discriminate against them'! Maybe it office.
.
is. That is for individuals to decide for
For the last four years. the Granite
themselves. Like it or not. as student has been late getting to the student
representatives. we r~prcscnt . all body. It is the suggestion of the student
students on campus . .not Just the editor senate that a task force be enforced to
of The New Hampshire.
find out I) what has delayed the
By submitting this letter we only Granite's press date an~ 2)to cxpl?rc
hope to point out ~hat t~c Stude~t any alternatives we might have. 1.e.
Senate was aware ot. and involved in
having the book produced
the issue of CARP. not ducking it as professionally.
was inferred in last Friday's paper. This
The 1980 Granite was delayed by a
letter is not meant to initiate editorial car accident in February. The editor
warfare between our organi1.ations. In was told she wouldn't walk again. She
fact. we hope that in the future you use has recuperated but her_ . b~o_k was
vour editorial space to tell your readers delayed 4 months. Her stall _lclt m Ma~'
~,bout at least one side of an issue. and she was left to do the _1ob herselt.
instead of critici1.ing those with
First semester last year. the 1981
different opinions than yourself
staff agreed to help her out and lini~h
.Respectfully submitted.
the book. By February 1981 _they still
Jon Cohen. Student Senate Speaker had not completed it. and decided they
Andy Kall.. Student Body Vice
had to start their own book, to get _it
President
done by June 30th. _1981. Alas. they d1~.
Derck Hulitsky. Public Information
not finish on time. "Burn out
Officer s\'ndromc set in and by the time ~ny
Mike Magnuson. Parliamcnt~~ian energy could be gcn~~atc~. gradua~1on
Roy Lcnardson. Pcrs~nncl O_thccr came and the stall lclt. For l<?ur
Karen Johnson. Academic Chairpermonths the 1981 editor has been doing
son
the layout alone. Thc~·e is an estimated
Larry Lesieur. Student's for the Uni,·. completion date ot ~ctobcr_ 31 s~.
Chairperson
planning a December delivery. l h~rc 1s
Laura Nagy. SAFC Chairperson
no such estimate on the 1980 Granite. I
Jim Carroll. Student Services apologize.
.
Chairperson
We arc doing all m our power to get
Ray Foss. Financial Affairs and
these two books delivered. It is not a
Administration Chairperson
. .
forgotten cause.
This year. we haw an c1~thus_1ast1c
To 1hc Editor:
staff and a good start. We \ 'C signed
Was it neccssar\' to remind the
with a new publishing firm that should
Student Senate th;1t their "primary
shorten our production time . We've got
responsibility" is to your _c onstituents.
a talented. dedicated pho_~ograp~y
,·.o u arc their rcprcsentatn·c. so make
stall. and I ha,·c strong conllduncc 111
: urc that they arc aware 01_· the issues
all of my editors. We arc doing a b?_ok .
and that ,·ou arc aware ot how they
We imite anyone to stop by our oll~ce
stand'?" Commitment to attaining an
and inquire further as to the delays. I-or
awareness of the issucs w,1s
an\'onc interested in gctting a yearbook
demomtrnted by the senators who
out on time next September. I am
attendcd the he,~ring. attenda nee you
publicly extending an i1witation to
comeniently forgot to mention .
have them come down and help us put
Docs "working toward a more
out the 1982 Granite.
professiona I. efficient. and cffccti_,·c
Scott D. Wilson
Student Senate in order to build
Editor. 1982 Granite
,- n-rlib ilit y and maximizc student .input

CARP

Granite

WUNH
To the Editor:
In the front page article carried in The
New Hampshire it was reported that
WUNH is to be scrutinized along with
The Granite. Laura Nagy said she
wanted to seek alternatives to the
organizations. Although I am ignorant
of the Granite, I feel qualified to speak
out in defense of WUNH.
WUNH FM is an established and
professional organization. The station
is rated among the top 4% of college
radio stations in the entire U.S. have an
effective broadcast radius of 35 miles,
reachin2 well into Massa.chusetts ~nd
Maine as well, not to mention the entire
seacoast area.
The broadcasters and engineers of
WUNH are licensed by the FCC, and
the FCC insures that its standards and
proper radio procedure are being
followed. The station is also a vital link
in the Emergency Boadcast system, and
coordinates the EBS with commercial
radio stations WHOM & WTSN.
WUN H is on the air 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, 365 days per }'.ear. _The
Station doesn't shutdowndunngfmals
as some organizations do. To my
knowledge, WUNH is the only
organization that continues full-scale
operations throughout the year. As for
"keeping WUNH on their toes", 1
would submit to Miss Nagy that her
scrutiny would be better vented on
other more worthy organizations.
Nagy says she's worried ab!)Ut. the
internal structure of the orgamzatton.
She obviously knows little about
WUNH or radio in general. Every
radio station, be it WUNH or WBCN
has the same internal structure. Each
has a program, news, music ... director,
general manager; and_ their
responsibilities are all well defmed. To
suggest a change in this organization is
absurd. WUNH gives many people the
training and experience necessary to
enter the profession of radio
broadcasting. The environment of this
structured orgainzation must be part of
this training. The station also
coordinates with the Theater and
Communications Dept. via the News
Broadcasting class. In the class, people
from outside the station are allowed to
•engineer, prepare and deliver live news
broadcasts, and many of them hope to
make a career out of it.
As far as submitting a proposal late
to SAFC, Miss Nagy failed to mention
the circumstances surrounding the
story. The proposal in 9uestion regar~s
funding to broadcast hve Romeo ~01d
and the IQ's. If Miss Nagy, SAFC or
the Student Senate had any idea of the
complexity surrounding the live
broadcast of a nationally known rock
group, perhaps she would be more
sympathetic towards WUN H's
situation.
If WUNH had submitteJ a proposal
on schedule, the station would have
suffered technically and would have

been unable to save the money that was

saved through the timely process of :
business contacts and friends. The staff
of WUNH believes that this was our
finest quality live broadcast ever, and
that the main reason Romeo Void
came to Durham was the reputation of
the station. If any reviews of policy are
to be made, thev-should be m~de with
re~ards ' to real world s1tuat1ons.

Policies that restrict organzations from
saving student money o~ red~ce the
overall quality of profess1onahsm are
the areas to be scrutinized.
So Miss Nagy, the next time you're
worried about WUNH, sleep easy,
because the Freewaves will be on the
air.
There is not alternative. WUNH,
Durham
John McManus
WUNH
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make so many new friends! A call to me
from our Red Cross Blood Center was
a thank you to all for making the week
a success and helping us to overcome a
26'½ deficit!!!
Thanks again - enjoy the beautiful
season ahead and we'll be in touch
before Christmas! Think Love!!
sincerely.
Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross Blood
Chrpsn.

Memorium
To the Editor:
I can't say she was a clo~e friend. the
kind of person one knows tor years and
years-someone you're used to. On!Y
knowing her a few weeks. ~owever. did
not prevent me from seeing her as a
warm. outgoing. fun loving liver. She
was "too wonderful.'' for she knew
many. many peopl~ and welcomed
them into her energetic world, however
brielly--and then mo~ed on to love
someone else. ( I'm talk mg about a real
search for love not prostitution. for
those who accuse.)
Fortunate enough to know her.at all.
she's nt>w been found murdered m her
own apartment, smashed in the head by
an unknown assailant. Why'! Because
she had something somebody wanted.
or didn't like'! Because someone got
reafly mad at her'! Because someone
lost his head'! Because what'! We loved
her. that's all.
We could have done more for her.
spent better time with her. thoug_htful.
caring time. just as we can do with all
the other people we know and love but
inadvertently take for gra_nte~. Oh.
don't forget our friends an_d tamtly, our
neighbors. our world. _tor we eac~
know not when we die. It doesn t
matter if you knew he_r--you h~ve your
own. But she's gone tor me. lrom me,
and an intimate part of my life in no
longer a present possibility: for growth,
for love.
Love your neighb(!rs as_ yourself.
Don't waste your precious time, please.
Slow the world down a little bit. or you
might miss it later. when ( ii) you grow
older. Be kinder to people yourselves.
Sincerely.
Marc Strauss
Artist-In-Resident
Eaton House

Blood
To the Editor:
To Our Friends - Old and New!
As I write to you. our star. the
Wildcat has left the sidelines of our
.. Caper" and is now performing on
another field!
He didn't leave us. howc\cr. before
he played the game for us and cheered
on 1206 of you who came to _help ~~
score for I 13J patients who will again
be on the winning side!
This drive. so dose to the UNH
opening was remarkable! Y~_u. in . the
midst of all the pressures the first ol the
term piled on you. gave of yourself: as
donor and volunteer. An amazmg
number of freshmen became part of
this UN H tradition and more ol you
volunteered than ever before!
It was wonderful to sec you and to

Sports
To the Editor:
I am well aware that there is no
money in reporting womens' sports at
this wonderful institution, nevertheless
perhaps you should consider the
integrity of your job in giving fair
treatment and space in The New
Hampshire of womens' sports.
Twice I have given you photos of
womens' cross=-country races-obviously ~ste of my time, film, and
paper; but you manage to have room
for one, two, three, four football
photos! What is even more outrageous
1s the complete omission ot reporting ot
the last two meets that the team ran in.
The UN H Women ·s cross-country
team is a force to be reckoned with this
season - Geez! we just won the URI
invitational, I st place out · of twelve
teams; what ,more Clo you want tor us to
be considered newsworthy?'r? I await
your reply.
Catherine Hodges

Legal
l

To the Editor:
Most of us will at some point in our
lives become involved with some aspect
of the law. For those of us lucky
enough to get that opportunity while
we are here at school, UNH offers an
extremely useful program little known
to most of the student body.
As a full-time undergraduate
student. you are entitled to free legal
counseling through the Student Legal
Services Program. Under the
appropriation of the Student Senate
and financed by your Student
Activities Fee. this program retains J
fully qualified, practicing attorneys
from the firm of Barrett & McNeil!.
The lawyers will provide legal
consultation on such matters as
landlord / tenant problems, security
deposits. arrests. or contract disputes.
The office is located in the MUB,
room 131 of the Student Senate Office
right next to th~ Commuter Transfer
Center or you can call 2-1812 for an
appointment.
If someone violates your rights or if
someone accuses you of a wrong, you
are going to need professional advice.
The Student Legal Services Program is
here to offer you that advice. they're
only a phone call away.
Rebecca Ellingwood
Cheryl Holland
Donna Labarre
Tracey Mccusker
Student Legal Interns

Have a complaint
or complimen t?
Submit typed letters
to the
Editor
about letters
The New Hampshire accepts all respon:;ible letters to th~ edit~r and
prin~s them as space allows. but cannot guarantee the mdus1on of
f 500
•
anv letter.
All letters must be typed. double spaced and a ~ax1mum o .
words in order to be printed. All letters a~e s~b.1ected to m,mor
•
editing. Final decisions on letters are the editors. .
Mail letters to: The Editor. The New Ha'!1p.~htre. Room I 5 I.
Memorial U~~ildihg. U~H. Durham. N.H. 03k24
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DO YOU NEED, TO: SELECT A· MAJO_R·?

SELECTING.· t\: MAJOR WORKSHOP
THURSDA~-OCTO BER 8, 1981
12:30 - 2:00 P.M.

GRANITE STATE ROOM

Memorial Union Building

STUDENT DISCOUN T
NITE
10°/o OFF"

Are you undeclared and need to decide on a MAJOR soon?
Do you have a MAJOR but are unsure if it is for you?
Have you had four MAJORS in two semesters and are
contemplating yet another change?
Do you wonder what sort of "job" you can get with your
MAJOR?
Are you generally confused about your academic direction?
Then come to this MAJOR meeting on ACADEMIC MAJ_ORS

WITH VALIDATE D

WEDNES DAY
HOURS:
-LUNCH
Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:00 p.m.

and let us help you discover the right MAJOR. for you.

DINNER _
Mon-Thurs.: 4:00-8:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat: 4:00-9:00
Sun. 4:00-8:00

Career Program."1 spo11soretl b_y:
The Counseling and _T esting Center
Career Pla1111in.g and Plareme11t
The Liberal Arts A,frisi11i{ Center

*closed 2:00-4:00 daily

SENIORSIII

I

THE GRANITE IS SCHEDULING

SENIOR PORTRAIT SITTINGS
Beginning OCT. 12 10 A.M. - 3 P.M. in the Granite
SITTINGS WILL BE

125 MUB

OCT. 30 - NOV. 20
NOV. 30 - DEC. 4

A $6.00 PORTRAIT FEE IS DUE A THE TIME OF THE SIT

SIGN UP EARLY, AVOID THE RUSH!

......,_._._.............-:~--~
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going to enjoy this!

Beautijul, hold
that pose!
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Arts & Features
Trial hy saddle: horses a-reined
By Peter Schlesinger
A stiff wind blew a few scattered
clouds swiftly eastward; now and
then the bright sun would heat the
spectators' freezing bodies. The
ground, wet from a day's rain,
moved under our feet. The blades
of grass on which we stood were
pressed into the mud of the large
field. Here we waited. There was
the sound again >The soft thud of
hooves hitting the moist brown
soil. A voice from the loudspeaker
crackled, "Number 47 is clean on
20 and 21. Number 4S is on
course." Suddenly, moving with
lightning speed, a horse appeared
with its rider whipping it madly.
Balking ever so slightly, the
majestic animal leaped over the
fence crashing to the ground on the
other side. Without any hesitation,
he continued on, his mouth
foaming, perspiration darkening

his tawny coat, hooves clawing the country jumping, and stadium
air for a split second and then jumping, were sponsored by the
tearing up the turf below.
' UNH Horsemen's Club and
This was the scene of the cross- organized by the College of Life
country jumping, the most hair- Sciences and Agriculture Animal
raising event of the Horse Trials Science 653.
Although no UNH horses
which took place at UNH this
weekend.
competed, several students and
Horse Trials is part of the sport twice as many graduates, each on
of Eventing. Eventing began as an their own animals, were among the
exercise for the military horse and 74 riders who vied for recognition.
was recognized at the Olympic Riders were categorized _a ccording
Games in Stockholm in 19 I 2. to age and experience; junior and
Cavalry officers representing The senior, training and preliminary
United States won a bronze medal respectively . .
that year.
The dressage, a slow, formal
There are nearly 150 horse trials phase of the event, took place in
held each year in the US and UNH Dover Saturday . morning in an
hosts two of these, one in spring arena at Green Acres Stables. The
and one in fall.
high-pitched sound of the judge's
The horse trials, which included . whistle pierced the air; horse and
horses and riders from New rider deftly paced their way onto
England, New York, and Canada the course directly in front of the
competing in dressage, cross- judge's stand, and the gate closed
behind them. The rider paid
homage to the judge by removing
his hat; the judge returned the
gesture. The team now ready,
moved into position, and began
circuituous movements around the
arena, similar to gymnastics or
'ballet:
The event is a test of harmony,
balance, and responsiveness of
horse to rider. Dress is formal
as rain.
equestrian attire. The team made
And, as the title suggests, the book is about hotels. The first one in
one final figure-eight changing gait
Dairy, New Hampshire. Then Vienna. And finally, Maine. And just
several times during, and ended up
as every hotel has its lobby, its outdated magazines; so every Hotel
center-stage. The rider removed
his hat once again, the gesture was
New Hampshire has its bear. Count on it.
returned, and the rider left the
Midway through the novel, one of the radicals at the second Hotel
arena slowly along the far side.
New Hampshire in Vienna e~plains American literature: "The single
The cross-country jumping took
ingredient in American literature that distinguishes it from other
place on the cross-country course
behind the Farm Service buildings
literatures of the world is a kind of giddy illogical hopefulness. It is
on Sunday morning. It is a
quite technically sophisticated while remaining ideologically naive." 1
standardized test from 2-5 miles in
The giddy hopefulness in Irving's novel is expressed by passing
length. The jumps, 21 in all, are
open windows.
crudely erected, non-movable
The phrase comes from the Viennese legend of the street clown
obstacles. Horses are rated
according to performance quality
who jumped to his death through an open window, leaving a note
and an optimum speed set by the
behind, "Life is serious, but art is fun." And so the Berry Family
ground rules. Penalties are given
assure each other, "Keep passing the open windows," whether
for slowness and refusals; three
sorrow is afloat or sinks.
attempts are allowed before the
team is eliminated.
Irving works with characters who., wonder if they should stop at.
The course was comprised of a
open windows. Dwarves, disguised bears, homosexuals, brothers in
variety of jumps including those ·
love with sisters. He works with them, exposes them to us, until they
over ditches and into water. The
see each other, and we see them, as people.
teams move at extremely rapid
speeds leaving little room for error,
There is the brief dialogue, where Frank tells the narrator and
Franny that he is a homosexual:
especially through the wooded
sections .
"I really am queer, you know," Frank mumbled.

Horse and rider at UNH sponsored Horse Trials last weekend.
( Carol Markowitz photo)

Book Review by Kim Billings

Irving gets obsessed and stays obsessed
I have a love-hate relationship with John Irving. He doesn't know
about it, of course, and probably never will. Optimistically, the first
phase began as love. To wit: reading The World According To Garp, ·
between a Tuesday and a Thursday of the same week, almost five
seasons after the Garp clamor, when the hardcov~r was cheaper than
the paperback.
Just as there can be only one lshamel, one Sal Paradise; I knew -and accepted -- that there would be one T.S. Garp. 158-Pound
Marriages are a dime a dozen; Garp is in a class all by himself.
The second phase didn't alter much from the first -- when I
discovered Irving owned a blue Checker cab. I saw it. l love Checker
cabs.
And then ... (sigh) ... and then, inevitably, I read the Time magazine
cover story. About John Irving. Irving the Family Man. Irving with
the Wide Brown Muscular Shoulders. I gagged, as if I had read a
Hardy Boys mystery story. Only worse. Love turned to hate so
quickly, I had to sit down.
And then I was asked to review The Hotel New Hampshire. "l
can't," I told my editor, attempting to· maintain control. '"I don't like
· Irving anymore. I've can~elled my subscription to Time even."
But the editor handed me a copy of Irving's latest novel, and I felt
myself weaken.
The Hotel New Hampshire.
And then I knew. The 2 l / 2 -pound novel in my hands would
either clinch the hate for good, or I'd be looking for Checker cabs
with Vermont license plates again. I had to give him the chance.
And so then, the third phase. Admittedly, l must say, as Iowa Bob
would say, I'm screwed down for life.
The Hotel New Hampshire is about the Berry family, hotels,
bears, Sorrow, sorrow, and lust.
It's about Win Berry and his wife, who begin their marriage with a
horny bear and a 1937 Indian motorcycle. Their children: Frank,
anti-everything and gay; Franny, the outspoken family hero; John,
the narrator who "wants to grow up in a hurry." Lilly, who would
never grow; and Egg, slightly deaf, and short-lived like Walt in The
World According To Garp. Iowa Bob, grandfather and coach; and
Sorrow, the family's farting black lab with halitosis.
Family is central in the novel -- everybody seems to need each
other for something, as all families do. Franny, whom everyone
listens to, says at the beginning of the book, "We aren't eccentric,
we're not bizarre. To each other, we're as common as rain."
There are catastrophes; Mother, Egg, and Sorrow (now dead and
stuffed) are killed in a plane crash. It is at t_his point we learn that
Sorrow floats. So does sorrow. A~d throughout _the novel, the
reader sees that doom floats and love floats. The Undertoads of the
Berrys' lives.
John the middle child is infatuated with his sister, Franny. Lilly is
infatuated with midgets. Frank is infatuated with himself and dead
dogs. But: "We were as normal and nice as the smell of bread, we
were just a family,"says John. "In a family, even exaggerations make
perfect sense; they are always logical exaggerations, nothing more."
Which is not to say they are the Ward.June, Wally.and Theodore
Cleaver of Irving's imagination.
Because The Hotel New Hampshire is about lust. Of course.
Always with Irving, there is lust. There is a gang-bang in the ferns
next to the football field, and that's not okay. Lust in Room 3E, but
that is okay -- it involves the parents. Lesb..@P lust. Incestuous lust.
Bear lust. ( Bear lust)'! Yes, bear lust too. The lusts in the book are not
particularly kinky. und_erstand; rather, they are healthy. As common
r
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"I guess I knew," Franny said.
"It's okay, Frank," I said, because what else could brother say?
Susie the Bear is somewhat akin to Roberta, the transsexual in
The World According To Garp. The difference is, Roberta merely
changed her gender, Susie changes her species. We want to laugh at
her sniffing at crotches, but we can't. She is as human as you and I.
Iowa Bob says that people like Susie "have to make their own worst
experience universal." Because a bad expereince has deprived them
of their human-ness, they begin denying the human-ness in others,
_ "which is the truth of human variety -- it stands alongside our
sameness." And so, like Roberta, the former running fullback, Susie
becomes a mother figure in a bear costume. And because of this new
role, the Ber_rys make her human.
"You have to get obsessed and stay obsessed," rants Iowa Bob,
and when the old man is scared to death, the family does remain
obsessed. With each other. With bears. With hotels.
I, too, !¼ID obsessed. On Route 108 this morning, I saw a blue
Ch_ecker cab. But it had a New Hampshire license plate.
I look for Checker cabs again.
Some of Irving's characters pass open windows, some do not. And
when they don't, I cry. I've never been able to read Irving with other
people around. Whether it's the Garps or the Berrys, Irving brings
the reader into his characters so quickly, that when there is a loss, I
mourn with the novel's survivors. I cry for the book's victims and its
survivors. I cry for my own family. I cry for myself.
The Hotel New Hampshire is fictional; but it wavers so close to
reality, I can barely stand it. It makes me think of the sJreet clown
who stopped at-the open window. Life is serious, but art is fun. Not
all life is art. We pass open windows and applaud our strength. We
wonder w;,.:'.re the next open window is, if we should open it when·
it's closed.

a

The Hotel New Hampshire, John Irving's latest novel, is published
by E.P. Dutton, in New York. It can (andshould)befoundatarea
bookstores for $15.50.
\
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The stadium jumping followed
in the afternoon at O'Kane Field
near the UNH Horticultural Farm.
This competition, the final in the
three phases, on a course of 500700 meters, tests the horse on ·
endurance, ability to negotiate
tight turns, and obediance to rider
after the grueling events of the
morning.
The setting was a colorful one.
Fences skillfuly decorated took the
forms of a brick wall, a railroad
crossing, and a ramp. Other fences
painted in school colors or
rainbow colors had rows of flowers
lining their bases. Spectators lined·
the side of t}le field along the
judges platform, and a vendor
served refreshments from the rear
of his car. It was a carnival
atmosphere.
As each team made its round of
the course, more and more
spectators camt; to observe. As
each . division concluded, prizes
were awarded to those in the top
eight places. Eighth through
second received colored ribbons;
first ·place finishers received silver
bowls or candleholders. The
winner then lead the others in a
victory gallop around the field.
"Everything went very .
smoothly, there were no problems,
and all who participated in both
organization and competition had
fun," said Assistant Professor of
Animal Science Janet Briggs . .
Nature helped out too by giving us
a slightly drizzly start yet a fine fall
day to conclude the events.
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Rock band New England
embodies the party spirit of rock n
roll. After the show they drink,
chase women, and get reckless,
they said Friday night backstage at
the MUB PUB. But for the four
members of this moderately
successful (few album sales) ba ,
this is only the fun part. Wha
really matters is achieving
greatness. "Frank Sinatra's the
biggest entertainer today," said
Gardner. "We wanna be the same
way." Gardner talks about being
"the biggest group in the world."
He considers g~'oups like Cheap
:rrick, Foreigner, Styx, and REO
Speedwagon their competition.
New England played at the
MU B PUB last Friday night to a
lively sell-out crowd and gave the
audience a colorful, musically
tasteful show. Their songs had farreaching but not strained vocal
and intrumental harmonies and
they weren't predictable. They
used basic rock n roll formula, but
only to a degree. Most of the songs
glided into variations that threw an
unexpected surprise into the song.
Before returning to a chorus or
verse they often jammed through
an extended measure filled with
many fast-squeeling and wailing
synthesizer and guitar notes. There
were always tasty and sometimes;
bizarre background keyboard fills.
A high, errie, consistent,
synthesizer sound reminiscent of
Brian Eno, floated through several
songs giving them a cultish
dimension.
Front-man John Fannon was a
combination of Peter Wolfe (lead
singer of J. Giels) and Peter
Frampton. He's built like
Frampton, short and thin, and has
the same golden-english-boyspark. His performance was also
similar to Frampton's style on
stage. He smiled most of the time.
He played long solos on his striped
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Rocking, rolling, and raunchy
By Xavier Cronin

1

guitar his face writhing in a
dramatic combination of bliss and
concentration. He paced around
briskly, running in place around
the stage and sometimes into the
audience.
Fannon played the rock star role
very well. He wore tight jeans, a Tshirt colored with purple, pink and
blue geometrical shapes, a thin,
loose, tan-colored tie, shiny little
·acket and pointed white shoes.
He kept the audience involved
wit -1,-i{ happy performing and inbetween-song-dialogue. Think of
the tone of Peter Wolfe's discourse
on the "Full House" album and
you'll get a picture of Fannon's
retort with the audience. He
encouraged the audience with the
same type of raunchiness as Wolfe.
He strained his voice into a raspy
harsh tone as he ye.lied out into the
audience: "You people ready to
PARDY? Hope there's no curfew
cause we're gonna play all night,
YEAH! Gonna tell ya about a boy
named ... " and so on. On certain
s'ongs Fannon ripped out words
about passion and pain as if his
throat was bleeding. He screeched
lyrics like, "She's gonna tear you
apart" and "don't ever let go." The
vocal highlights came when
keyboardist Jimmy Waldo sang
with drummer Gardner on high,
soothing harmonies that blended
beautifully with the guitar and
synthesizer special effects.
Lots of people _d anced all night
and there were several groupie
prospects on the side of the stage
romantically admiring the boys,
swaying back and forth, nodding
their heads in a wow-you-guys-arewicked-excellent mode.
There were the usual sitters,
leaning back, beers on the table
watching expressionlessly with no
movement, but these sedate
students were offset· by the
majority enjoying the band.
New England is a band that has

•
Ill

with a guy who had his shit
together."
New England is the paragon of
an established rock band seeking
super-stardom - waiting for people
to start loving their albums. These
four men ofrock n roll have known
the ups and downs of the business.
They began small, gradually
fought their way through the
night-club • scene, and finally
became a national rock n roll act.
Keyboardist Waldo thinks of
the band members as brothers as
much as his own blood brothers:
"We've spent over eight years
eating, sleeping and playing
together. At this point you've
either had it or you go on forever;
at this point we're going on
forever."

the PUB

"The quick
brown fox ... "

New England demonstrated the true spirit of Rock and Roll in
the MUB this weekend. (Tim Skeer photo)

- Be creative!

album New Engiand has been
become a family. Three of the four
touring across the country backing
members have been together since
up bands such as Foghat and
1973 playing the New England
Cheap Trick and has recorded two
area as "Fatback", "Jack", and
"Target". Bass player Gary Shea , other albums. The latest album,
"Explorer Suite" was produced
joined the group in 1977 and soon
and recorded by Todd Rundgren
after they stopped playing gigs and
early last summer at his studio in
rehearsed and recorded for a year
Bearsville New York. Waldo said
and a half.
Since the release of it's first _ of Rundgren, "We were working

GET INVOLVED!

Take a Part
in MUB Concerns!
MUB Board of Governors
seeking following positions
Thompson School - Representative
Graduate Student - Representative

:write a feature.

See Martha
·r oom 151 MUB

8 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 18

PETER

TOSH
Capitol Theater
44 So. Main St. Concord

l

Application can be obtained in
Rm 126 Mem. Union Bldg.,
To be returned no later than
Tues. Oct. 13 at 3 P.M.

For info phone Bill at 2-1665.

Limited seating at
$12.50 advance
$13.50 day of show

Tickets ·available at:
Durham-Common Market
Portsmouth-Rock Bottom
Records
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Jesse Winchester (above) played to a small relaxed audience at a
SCOPE sponsored concert in the Granite State Room Friday
night. Winchester's country blues music is strengthened by
creative, often _political lyrics. (Tim Lorette photo)

-

.

Warm-up music was performed by Cormic McCarthy (right).
(Henri Barber photo)

PIANO SERVICE
Complete Piano Sen ice :
Repair~. Rehuilding and Rclini~hing

PIANO LESSONS - Member NGPT
Studied three year~ al Mo1aneu111
in Sal1hurµ . /\u~tria . l.e~~on~ al l\\o piano~.

Raymond Desjardins
2 Freeman Court
Dover N.H. 03820

/

742-5919 before 8:30 a.m
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by John Frazier
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DRUNK THEN
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Drs. Alie & Menard
Optometris ts
. Highest quality soft lenses
.Polycon Gas-Permeable semi-hard
lenses
.Same day service in mo$t cases on
soft lenses
.30 Day trial period on contacts
. Complete eyeglass and eye
examination services
. Quick service from our in office optical
t·
lab
.Discou ·} to students and s_en,or
_~tizens on eyeglasses

VIS4'

Dover
476 Central Ave., 742-5719
IIours: 9-5

· Sat. 9-12 in Dover
Closed Wednesday

American University

Washington
Se-.,,,.,_.___.ter
Spring 1982

Sq>arate programs in
*American Politics
•Criminal Justice
*Urban Affairs
F.conomic Policy
*Ans and Humanities ,
Foreign Policy

*
*

*Journalism
The American University
is an equal opportunity/
affirmative action
university.

Programs Include
*Seminars with decision makers
Internships on Capitol Hill, in government
agencies and with public interest groups
*Research with guidance by University professors
Specialized courses in a wide variety of disciplines
*Campus housing if desired
For further information, contact:
Dr. David C. Brown, Executive Director
Washington Semester Programs
The American University
Washington, D.C. 20016

*

*

... may not keep the doctor away, but, there
are otherthings that might. Find out what
they ~re in HFALTHSIYLE, a self-test with
lots of information about all those health
risks we keep hearing about. It tells you
where you stand, and suggests what choice
you have to help achieve a healthier life.
You'll learn that HEALTHY PEOPIE

11-IEMSELVES!
For your free copy of HFALIBSIYLE, a
self-test, write:
HFALTHS1YLE

Box47
Washington, D.C. 20044

h~:b
U ~. OIJ-NO"Ml:NTOFHEAL.lliANO HlJMAN~l:RVIC~ Public H~lth~c~

,_
Come to the

·~

Authenhc . German
Food, Beer,
Costumes,
and Music .
Featuring

see exact figures on the energy
surcharge situation. Foss does not
anticipate such a struggle this year,
however.
.. The administration is
cooperating this year," said Foss.
.. The figures should be released in
the near future."
Vice President of Financial
Affairs Frank Bachich is in the
process of calculating the exact
figures and they are not available
at this time.
When asked about ideas for
conserving energy in the future,
Foss replied that student interest
groups were meeting with the
Facilities Services concerning a
five year upgrading project for the
UN H energy system.
'"We have an inherently wasteful
system," declared Foss, "and we'd
like to get some plans formulated
that will improve the current
system and lower costs in the
process."

continued from page 24
Having paid their respects some
of the crowd that was in the circle
nodded sile_n tly and left.
Minutes later Rilling subbed
Balducci into net, and on the next
play she was tested on some pretty
passing by Strong and U tv!ass
midfielder Sue Caples.
The Minutewomen tried to sit
on their one goal lead in the second
halL and the Wildcat offense
geared up in hopes of starting an
upset. Freshman Annette Paul and
Mary Ellen Cullinane, and
veterans Modini and Helser all had
golden opportunities, but the bids
went wide. hit the post. or into the
pads of U Mass goalie Patty Shea.
"UMass didn't have much
offense at all." Rilling said. "and
statistically we outplayed them.
Some of our shots seemed like they
were surely going in, but they never
·
did."
UN H will try to reach the .500
mark when they host Dartmouth
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. Last season
UN H edged the Green at Hanover
in a thrilling. come-from-behind,
2-1 victory.

Monday-Th ursday
4:00-8:00

October 23 and 24

call today for reservations

Night Grill Special:
Hot Dog, Fries,
and a Can of Soda $1.00

lttolfotd

aucnuc, ducham, n.h. CM~) •z•ZSIS

-Prescription
Eyeglasses*

continued from page 24

-HOCKEY--

In the MUB Cafeteria

The Bavarian
Hofbrau Band

FOOTBALL

defense but was tripped up oy
Foster himself to save face and a
touchdown .
Nineteen seconds remained
when Ken Sweitzer, UConn's AllAmerican candidate at quarterback hit Dave Debish on a 47 yard
pass to the UN H I 8, where he went
out of bounds to stop the clock
with nine seconds left.
One play could resurrect
Nadzak and the Huskies and
Sweitzer threw a_gain. This one
intended for Markus in the end
zone. UN H's Peter Bergeron went
up with Markus and they both hit
the ground without the - ball.
Penalty flags were thrown .
After some discussion, the UNH
players thought that they would be
penalized for pass interference.
UConn would have another shot
to win. now from the UN H one
yard line with three seconds left.
Or so it seemed .
The officials broke away from
their huddle and signaled pass
interference - against Connecticut. The UN H coaching staff
, reminded the officials that
interference in the end zone means
loss of possess ion, and the 'Cats
got the ball on a iouchback at their
own 20.
Stevens fell down with the final
snap and UN H did its death dance
as Nadzak stood sadly on the
sidelines .
"It's tough to accept a loss like
this," Nadzak said . "U Mass has to
beat them (UNH) for us to have a
shot at the (conference) title. When
all of you (reporters) are ho~e
sleeping tonight, I'll be over there
in that shower still thinking about
this. "

NIGHT GRILL

OKTOBERF EST!~,

(Continued from page 2)

1

#~

.

SURCHARG E

•

Complete

with
Frames
and Lenses
With Glass
Lenses
With Plastic
Lenses

Singje
Vision

ST-25or Rd. Executive
Bifocals Bifocals

CJ g R
5

30
5 30

s40
5 46

Take A
Second Look

s45
5 52

:::::::::::···

*Includes contemporary frames. Tints, oversize
and stronger prescriptions slightly extra. With
designer and me1al frames $10 more.
•One hour NrV1ce Oii l'IIM'IY ....-criptlona. ·
•Pre9criptiona Med, ...... dupllcatad.
•Custom lena tlnflng, repairs 8 adjusbaNhita.

SOFT CONTACT LENSES

S11 goo

::;:;:::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:•·········•:;:;::;:;:::::;.,.,:;:❖:•:•:•:•:•:❖ .•,•··

complete

I LUNETTE OPTIQUE ,I
LICENSED OPTICIANS
466 CENTRAL AVE., DOVER

749-2094

:zo~.DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS & SENIOR CITIZENS

We Buy and Sell Used Furniture

RUSH SIGM A NU
We invite all men to
Open Rush
Tuesday Oct. 6
8--10 P.M.
Durham Room, MUB
FIND OUT FOR YOURS ELF

'

•

I

I
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Halloween 1s Hare
'f!ji_!IJIS~

-WHA LES~
( Continued from page 1)

family gro.ups. Although several
became seasick, most gained their
sealegs by noontime.
The weather did not deter this
hardy bunch. Armed with down
parkas, rain gear, and boo.t s, they
braved the rain, 20 m.p.h. winds,
Fall Semester 1981
and 45 to 50 degree temperatures
SCHEDULE
to catc·h a glimpse of this
mysterious animal.
Thursday, Oct. 8
During the course of the day, the
Granite State Rm. - MUB 12:30 - 2:00 pm
Viking Queen cruised about 22
miles off shore, first going north
into Maine waters and south
towards Cape Ann.
As the day wore on, the fresh sea
air had its effect. Passengers had
been forewarned to bring an ample
food supply with them. A few
hours at sea made voracious eaters
out of all of them. Some took naps
( othen"l·ise ·not G\ 1ailab/e wit how going to the city!)
between watches as the seasickness pills made some groggy.
Mondays, October 19, 26, and November 2
See us for costume & make-up consultation
However. all appeared on the top
Grafton Rm. - MUB 3:00 - 4:30 pm
deck whenever Mercer announced
(in conjunction with Uppercut)
a sighting.
A total of three humpbacks were
---------------------------------------- - , watched . Also. on the return trip a
group of 15 Atlantic White-sided
dolphins were observed "corralling
and feeding" on a school of squid
off the shore of Hampton. Mercer
pointed out that in this year alone.
over 9,000 people have taken part
in these expeditions.
Future whale watches will. be
conducted through the Viking
Cruise Lines. Market St..
Portsmouth. For informaton -call
431-5500.

~ing s

SELEC TING A MAJO R

EVERYTHING YOU need For oas1an1na

CAREE R WORK SHOPS
FOR UNDEC IDED
STUDE NTS

Your own costume

· *Wigs
*Make-Up and Grease Paint
* Fake: Eyes, Ears, Noses,
and ·Shampoo-O ut Haircolors
*Party Decoration s
*Unique High-Quali ty
(whole head) Masks

ENERGY FOR TBE 80's:
A DECADE OF OPPORTUNITIES
SYMPOSIUM
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Durha m, New Hamp shire
GRANITE STATE ROOM
MEIVIORIAL UNION BUILDING
Tuesday, Octob er 13, 1981 .8:00 p.m.
A panel of distingu ished scientist s and enginee rs will discuss
issues and answer question s about energy for the 80's and the
choice of technolo gical opportun ities.
I

i
~

.

Opening Remarks

Professor Miro M. Todorovich

Executive Director. SE2

Feature Address

Dr. Edward Teller

Senior Research Fellow, Hoover Institution,
Stanford University

Theme Discussion

The
· New Hampshire

QijiTREACH
COUNSELING
SERVICES
Nancy Webb M.Ed
Joy Savage M.Ed
Ben Fowler. Hypnosis
A private pi·ofessional agency
offering psychotherapy for
individuals, couples and families .

Marriage/ Relationships
Stress Management
Career Decisions
Sexual Issues
Hypnosis

Families
Divorce
20 Madbury Rd. Durham
868-1241

Dr. Yuval Ne'eman

Past President and Professor of Physics .
Tel Aviv University, Israel

Dr. Bernard L. Cohen

Professor of Physics and Chemical
and Petroleum Engineering ,
University of Pittsburg

Dr. Robert V. Kline

Department of Physics and
Energy and Environmen tal Policy Center
Harvard University
"

Dr. Alexander J. Glass

President
KMSFusion

Question and

, Answer Period .

YOU:N"G'S

Dr. Jochen Heisenberg

Department of Physics
University of New Hampshire
Moderator

This W~k's Special

Sponsored by the Department s of Physics and Electrical Engineering of The University of New
Hampshire in cooperation with Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy, Inc. (SE2), a national,
educational , membership organization of professional and research scientists and engineers.

ADMISSION FREE - PUBLIC INVITED

2 Eggs (any style)
Sausage Patti, Toast
Tea or Coffee (1 cup)

1.29
•pecial 6:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
6

-..·

.
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CLASSIFIED
\____A_u_to_s,_o,_s_a1e_ _] [

MI

1974 Peugot diesel wagon-needs brakes
and rusting good enginer. $550.00 7492522. 10/ 6 .
1974 Capri Blue-excellent mechanical
condition sacrificed $1050. Call 436 5128 . 10/ 9

II~l

_Mtsc_for...,...,_s._
.. _·___

3 Electric typewriters IBM (C)-$1 50.00
Royal ($170 .00)0uvetti ($130.00) 30x 60
office desk, waterbed (Kingsize), $100.00
Chevy van $400.00, Akai Reel-to-Rell,
$300, 4 Channel $250, Akai-turntable,
$75 .00, Elec. Heater $20.00, Ski boots
size 8 $60.00, Sharp calculator $50.00,
Storage cabinet $75.00. Call 424-4122
ask for Jaime. 10/ 27.
1979 KAWASAKI KZ- 750 buy now and
save. New points and plugs, new front
tire . Chain good. Book value S1600,
selfing for $900. Call 65f9-5019. 10/ 6 .
Yamaha EM 150, 6 channel amp. w / 2 6way towers . $700 or best offer. Also '71
Triumph 650 Bonneville, Engine comp .
rebuilt this spring. New tires $700 or best
offer. Will sell. 679-5928. 10/ 6 ..
SKIS AND BOOTS: Head downhill skis
(180 c.m .) with Tyrolia bindings. Also
•men ·s size 8 Raichle ski boots. Both nearly
new. Will sell for $100.00 or trade for
cross country equipment . Call Alan 6593876 evenings, or inquire in Kingsbury
M217. 10/ 6.
1975 Suzuki Gt -380M , 2 stroke triple,
totally restored, highly modified, need
money f' O I can eat this semester. $ 1000
or best offer. 436 -5895-

1973 Honda 450 Excellent condition Low
milage, I want a bigger bikel Call 7421985 or 862-2328 Ask for Rich .
For Sale: Nishiki 10-speed 21" bike, exc.
cond . $160. Splitkein Bass X-Country
skiis w / poles, never used, $80. Splitkein
Special X-Country skiis w / boots (7½
women) & poles, exc cond . $70. Car tape
deck 8-track, $18. Raquetball raquet
w / cover, never used $12. Cathy 8681336.10/ 9

_A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s_fo_r_R_e_nt__ [

9]

APARTMENT: New single room in student
house . A friendly atmosphere with wallwall carpeting, color TV, HBO, complete
kitchen including microwave and your
own room. $560 for the remainder of the
semester includes everything . Call Betsy
at 749-9740 or call Randy collect at 3238949. 10/ 9 .
Found a permanent place to stay yet? Sick
of where you 're living now? Roomate
needed for Dover Apartment. Large open
studio all w / w carpeting, panelled,
furnished, $168 / mo. plus utilities and
partial heat. It's a great place and I'm easy
to get along with . 6½ Belknap St. 7492633. 10/ 6 .
FOR RENT: Brand new four-bedroom
executive contemporary, 2 1 / 2 baths.
Family room with wood stove, and washer
hook-up on first floor . Three large walk-in
closets, 3 / 4 bath off master bedroom.
Two car garage on two acres of land in
Barrington , near Rte . 4 . 8 miles from
UNH. $500/ month plus utilities and
security deposit. Call 742-3501 . 10/ 6.
Roommate wanted immediately in Sliding
Rock Apts. in Newmarket. Have own
bedroom in spacious 2 bedroom place.
$165 month plus utilities. Male or

Fema:i:::;~~::::1621r::,I
PASSPORT PHOTOS : Instant Color-

Passport Photos. Four prints for· $6.00.
Please call for appointment-- 742 -4211.
Richardson Photographic Service, Ten
Second Street, Dover. 10/ 30,
GUITAR LESSONS- With experienced
pro., Berklee grad, now living in Lee, N.H .
lndivid1Jalized teaching approach , jazz,
blues, rock . Brian 659-5886. 10/ 16.

BIRTHRIGHT Care for you and your baby.
Pregnancy testing medical care,
maternity and baby needs, housing and
friendship . Call 742 -9438 or 436 -5558.
10/ 30
Piano or Organ Lessons by experienced
graduate student. All ages. Classical or
popular music . Call 868-9696 . Mon - Fri .
Leave name and phone .
Lost : Gray and white persian cat . Yellow
collar / white flea · collar . ID tag name
Susu . P.O. Box 309 Durham . Lost from
Forest Park. Please Cal I 868 -7046 .10/ 9

-H-elpw_anted----Jl[Il]
Part-Time cleaning person needed for
small Dover office; evening hours
preferred; $4/ hr· call 742 - 1141. 10/ 6.
JOBS ON SHIPS! American . Foriegn . No
experience required . Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career .
Send $3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. E-8 Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362 .11 / 6
The Granite · is searching for help with
Senior Portraits . We are paying
2.50/ hour for temporary help . Interested
should sign up· in the Granite Tues .Thurs . 10- 11 .

=,_...,,...,.....I~-.--.

,---P-e-r-so_n_a_,l=
s

Have you hugged your parents lately? If
not. nominate them for Parents of the
year on Oct. 13, & 14 from 11 - 1 in
Stilings, Philbrook and Huddleston or
from 10 a.m .- 2 p.m . in the Commuter
Center.
To floormother George of the Top O'Clock
- You are the Best R.A. in the world .

Psychic Readings . Life Purpose and
spiritual counseling. Call Suzanne 8685932. 10/ 9

Ladies Tea - Oct . 8 at Alpha Gamma Rho
Fraternity from 8 :00 p.m . to whenever .
Come get your school frustrations out on
the AGR dance floor or in the bar . See you
at the ' T'

BACKGAMMON PLAYERS! Send for free
copy of premier issue of Backgammon
Times , exciting and intelligent reading .
Write : 575 Madison Ave . N.Y.C. 10022
Rm . 1006 10/ 13

Baby Boo Boo - Thanks for putting up with
my 24 hour mouth and constant diet
babble! You feel funky? Remember You're ·
a great friend and I hope you find a
Norweign Lover! your crazy neighbor -C -

To the Gals of Devine 8th!!! - Another
weekend over and still on the ground!!!
But Mai Kai and Scorps helped to ease our
sorrow . Let's shoot for some Alfalfa next
weekend!! What should EVERY room
have? Are we into typ ical or what is the
deal? Love ya, The third idiot to be shot
down in a w eek.
·To Those Who Remember : Happy (or
Unh appy) 2nd Anniversary . May the trials
end soon for all My love to J .N., D.B.,
and LH .
Hi Ed! My nam e 's Clyde. I heard you wore
your gray scarf outside your jacket co llar . I
w ant to look stup id. Let's talk bei ng bloody
fools so met ime. See ya·, buddy.
Darryl Cauchon is a bad reporter and a
w orse perso n .
It's good to se·e Jim Sing er w ork fo r a
chang e.
Perso nals in Th e New Hampshire cost
j ust S1 in Roo m 108 of the MUB .

Men & Women~s
· t
Ellen Lozo (F
Ha,rS
yling
~fij_Belknap St.. irmerly Uppercut)
_ __ over
742
-- -J 663

FRESHMEN REGISTERS ARE IN!!!! PICK
th em up in Rm . 145 of th e MUB in th e
Sigm a Nu offi ce 11 a. m .- 1 p.m. M on .- Fri .
or wh en t he door is open .
T& K- Isn 't Room 3 28 Hubba rd a gir l's
roo m 1 Love J .C. from TCU .

Brett - Sorry I didn't make your Beer and
clams party! Hope you passed the exam .
Invite me to the next party and I'll definitly
go -CWilliamson 1A, Midnite munchies, what
did YOU do last nite?! How ya feel,
Remember the Black neglige! Who wants
to call for Pizza? How about a beer run,
hey Gizmo, Lowendowski Berwery,
What's up, who going to Karl's - Baby Boo
Boo - Shut up Jane - Love from another
zanny floor member!
Ride needed to Syracuse N.Y. area for the
weekend of 10/ 9 / 81 . I can leave as early
as Thursday, late afternoon . Will share
driving and expenses . Call Jerry at 868 5372 .
POLITICAL PRISONERS need our helpJ
Innocent people all over the world are
being TORTURED and denied their
freedom . AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
cares and does something . Come to an
open meeting Wednesday, Oct. 7th at
7:00 p.m . Room 103, Ham -Smith .
Need something to take notes with
because you never made it home last
night? Stop by the Cat 's Closet on your
way to class .
Heterosexual Pink Flamingo wants to
meet theater professor who is into lawn
ornaments. Please send preferences and
pix to P.O. Box 169 Durham, NH 03824
RECYCLERS - Important meeting
Tuesday, October 6 at 7 p.m . in Ham
Smith 218 . Please try to attend .
Schedules for Saturdays will be made . All
new members welcome .
To all the groovey Freshman Camp Area Ill
humans, (Kazoo, Archie, Veronica, Ollie,
Moose, and Sammie). Couldn 't you get
into some granola, wheat germ or French
Chablis? Or how about some primitive
partying at TP? Be there Wednesday, Oct .
7 at 8 :00 p.m. Hugs and Kisses, Norma
Lee and Al Falfa . P.S. if you can 't make it,
call Alison at 862-2172 . Room No.?What
the f- -- . look at the door, two six nine, 269,
my room! -Al. 10/ 6 .
Wanna get down to some good ol ' rock
and roll? Well the place to be on Oct. 8
from 8 :00 p.m . is the Alpha Gamma Rho
at 6 Strafford Ave . Come and dance and
party with the men of A.G.R .
Want to win 250,000? Do you have the
Jack of Spades for the Burger King
Contest. I have the Ace . See Howie (At the
New Hampshire or around the MUB.)

DEP, DIP, Oh DIB! How's it like living with
perfection? Hear any fog horns in your
apt . recently? Thank god for Mildred the
Maid! Welcome to UNH and watch for all
of the wild times ahead . Love Giraffe.
Get you suntan lotion ready - Sunny
California is waiting to tan you next
semseter! Come to an informative
UNH / CA Exchange meeting on Tuesday,
October 6th . The meeting will be held in
the Carroll-Belknap Room at the MUB at
12:30 p.m .
To the sweet talking ultra-brite user. All
you need is one more tube of toothpaste
and then you can meet me on my floor's
study lounge, on October 9th at 8:00 p.m .
Be there! the Tall Guitar man with the
mustache and Discordo.
To the two very special girls in our lives,
January 16th is just around the corner!
P.S . Why couldn't you have been born in
October!
HEY M .M. I don't care what you say,
you're still cute! I'm thinkin ' bout ya . Luv
Prep
#22 if you like me, make your move! And if
not, can I at least get a pat on the back for
trying? (SMILE) S.B.
POLITICAL PRISONERS need out help!
Innocent people all over the world ar~
being TORTURED and denied their
freedom . AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
cares and does something . Come to an
open meeting Wednesday, October 7th at
7 p.m . Room 103, Ham-Smith .
· The New Hampshire Gentlemen's first
album, "Debut 1981 ," is now on sale at
Town & Campus and the UNH Bookstore.
If you enjoy the Gents live, you'll love all
you favorite songs on " Debut 1981 ". The
New Hamphire Gentlemen. .. "good
singing and good times! "
SUPRISE! I bet you never thought you 'd
see another one of these . Heavy metal
will never be the saine . I love you BB .

To Sweetie, It's been a GLORIOUS week.
Happy anniversary. With MUCH love,
your affectionate chorkpop .

Jewish Student Organization - Hi l lel: 2nd
Big Meeting a new and exciting group for
Jewish student. Meeting is Tuesday, Oct .
6th McConnell Hall Room 204 at 8 :00
p.m .
Can you tell us where we may find a New
Lease on Life? We need it for peace of
mind. If you have any information on
where to find a lease, please let us know!
POLITICAL PRISONERS need our help!
John and Deb.
Innocent people all over the world are
being TORTURED and denied their . G.A.M. - Just think, our first weekend
apart (well, maybe our second , or
freedom . AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
third ...anyway, you know what I mean)
cares and does something. Come to an
I'm glad it only lasted 28 hours! At least I
open meeting Wednesday, Oct. 7th at 7
· got to work on time . Love, your favorite T.
p.m . Room 103, Ham -Smith .
spv . and her side kick, the other techie
J .G. Here's th e personal I promised. supe r (HI!).
B.~
·- ,.._..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-~i The Semester o.b'
\~~

~-

STVN presents: ~~~

88S

M auree n Sullivan - You did an awesom e
job Sund ay night. We all love you
mu ch . DZ.

-Thursday, October 15Kickoff Pep Rally & Bonfire
MUBHill , 7 PM

Roaring '20's Dance
MUBPub,8PM
Charleston &Jitterbug Contests
Free T-Shi rts for Best Costume

-Friday, October 16Alumni Hockey Game
Snively Arena, 7 PM
Reception 9:30, Alumni Center

-Saturday, October 17Homecoming Parade
Huddleston to Field House, 12 Noon

UNH vs Lehigh Football Game
Cowell Stadium, 1 :30 PM
Cheering Contest

Larry Elgart and His Big Band
Dance, Granite State Room , MUB, 8 PM
Presented by Scope and the Celebrity Series

In a filmed concert-"Y essongs"
Preceded by student-produced
"Men's Intramural Football
and Soccer Highlights"- a
hilarious approach to sports!
FREE to all SAF-paying students
Tuesday, October 6th
Strafford Room-MUS
9:00 pm
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The Wildca ts are 4-0
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UNH 28

UConn 24

Photos by Tim Lorette and Henri Barber
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SPORTS SHORTS

Booters 'rocked' by SMU, 2-1
By Kent Cherrington
The UN H soccer team lost their
fourth consecutive game to the
University of Southern Maine, 2-1.
Once again, the 'Cats' inability to
put the ball in the net cost them the
victory. But the opponents and
their fans didn't help.

players and fans. Firecrackers
were thrown like grenades, and
cheap shots came as often as shots
on goal.
·
"There's just no excuse for that
type of conduct," said assistant
coach Ted Garber. "Their coach
had no control over his players,"
which prompted a letter from
Head Coach Bob Kullen to
Southern Maine.
UNH coaches agreed, "We'll
never play them again," especially

A very physical contest, the
game was marred by obscenities,
penalties and injuries. Rocks were
thrown at UNH goalie George
Gaillardetz by Southern Maine

Doig honored

assistant coach Peter Ramsey, who
was ejected from the contest.
In between the approximately
40 direct kicks came the injuries.
George Gaillardetz was replaced
early in the first half as a result of
several bumping incidents. Doug
Ridge took over, making eight
saves but was victimized for the
winning goal with four minutes left
in the game. Ridge is the probable
starter in goal for the Wildcats
today as they travel to Plymouth
State.

UN H linebacker Steve Doig received two honors for his play
against Connecticut Saturday. The 6'2, 240 lb. native of North
Reading Mass. was named Eastern Collegiate Athletic Association
( EC AC) defensive player-of-the-week for the second consecutive
week and co-Yankee Conference defensive player-of-the-week for
his 25-tackle performance against UConn .
Doig also caused a fumble and intercepted a pass in UN H's 28-24
last-second win at Storrs, Ct. Rhode Island's Barney Renaldi made
only four tackles, but batted down a pass and recovered two fumbles ,
to share Yankee Conference honors with Doig. Renaldi's second
fumble recovery was for the winning touchdown in URl's 16-10
upset win over U Mass.
UConn's Ken Sweitzer broke his own school total yardage record
with 351 yards against UNH . The Huskie quarterback threwfor303
yards and one touchdown and ran for 48 more in a losing effort
Saturday.
Doig has been honorable mention in the Yankee Conference in
each of the three previous weeks and ECAC honorable mention
once.

Women runners place second
by grabbing seven spots out of the
next ten.
Once again for the Wildcats, it
was Kathy Brandell finishing first
for UNH placing sixth overall.
Following close behind was Anne
Miller at seven overall. Finishing
in order were Nancy Scardina at
No. 9, Karen Dunn at No. IO,
Cindy Stearns 12th, Mary Ellen
Rose at 13th and Kaki Seibert at
15th.
The credit goes to UN H coach
Nancy Krueger's top seven_
combination for the strength ol
UN H's showing. Brandel\, Miller,
Stearns, Rose and Seibert all ran
their career best cross country five
kilometer race as well as pulling
their personal re~ords.
Also showing their best perso~al

By Nancy Wogan
The Wildcat women's cross
country squad was on the road this
Saturday, as they returned to
Franklin Park in Boston for a trimeet. Waiting for them w-as
Harvard (No. I in the New England
coaches poll) and a tight race. And
the girls from Harvard lived up to
that rating, by a 17-39 score.
Brown University was third with
13 points.
UN H was expecting Harvard's
top slot to be filled by Darlene
Beckford but, surprisingly, she
only placed third and was
surpassed by two Crimson
freshmen for the number one and
two finishings. After the top five
spots, of which Harvard took four
and Brown one, UNH dominated

time on the course were Scardina
and Dunn. Krueger is particularly
leased with freshman Cindy
Stearns who consistently holds
down the fifth UN H finish. The
girls were twenty to thirty seconds
better than their previous run
against Northeastern on the same
course.
Harvard went into the meet
knowing that they had to run their
best to win, according to K~ueger.
"They ( Harvard) respect us
now," Krueger said . "We learned
we could run right with them."
The Wildcats, in Krueger's
opinion, showed a lot of courage
going out so strong knowing how
rough the race would be. Harvard
proved they are number one but
UNH proved they are an
extremely solid second, she said.

Assistant hired
-.. . Brook Merrow, 26, has been named as an assistant sports
information director at UN H. Merrow, a graduate of the University
of Maine, has worked as a graduate assistant in the sports
information office at Purdue University, where she also received her
master's degree.
Merrow attended UN Has a freshman, but then transferred to the
Orono campus. She worked in sports information at Maine and was
in charge of all non-revenue sports coverage,at Purdue. In addition,
she w~s involved in several publications at Purdue and was a regular
contributor to the monthly sports magazine.
Mor~ th~n 35 resumes were receive for the job. Merrow will begin
her duties immediately. She is a native of Kennebunk Beach, Maine
and currently lives in Ogunqu'it.

Swi1n co-captains
Kathy Lafonde and Carol Hickey have been named co-captains of
this year's UN H swimming team. Hickey, a junior, is a two-time AllAmerican from Birmingham, Ala., while Lafonde is a senior from
Keene N.H. Lafonde is one of only five New Hampshire native;:; vii
the squad.
-

Netmen fall to 0-3, lose to UMO
By Chris Cote
.Simonton to win 9-8.
The UNH men's tennis team
Hyman now has three wins in
suffered its third setback Saturday, four singles matches this year. The
this one 6-3 loss at home to the other UNH win was recorded by
University of Maine. The Wildcats freshman Steve Noble, 6-2, 6-2.
are now 0-3.
The upperclassmen had
The young 'Cats have gotten prohtems again this wee·1c Num-ber
singles production only from one seed Dave Simonton lost 6-1 ,freshmen this year. First year man 6-4, Paul Kruss lost 6-2, 6-2, and
T.J. Hyman again was victorious Peter Dickson lost 7-6, 6-2. Kruss
in singles and doubles by posting a teamed
with Gelotte in a hard6-7, 7-6, and 6-3 win in singles and
fought mat"ch and went down to
pairing with sophomore Dave
defeat in three sets.

"I have been impressed with
Hyman's play all year," UNH
coach Bob Berry said. "Steve
Nobleand DanShatfordhavealso
been t0.~~-h to beat."
"We have a very good freshman
class _this year, and if I can_keep my
men in the program, we will have a
strong team for the next three
years," Berry said.
··
..
The Wildcats' next match is with
Boston University on Wednesday
afternoon.

FOR MORE
THAN .JUST
THE SCORES,
CHECK OUT
THE SPORTS
PAGES.
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UConn-UNH game is a reporter's paradise
\

By Greg Flemming
For most of the game Saturday
it seemed that UNH would lose to
Connecticut and their no-loss
record would be shattered.
And though sportswriters are
supposed to be unbiased
cheering is unprofessional in the
press box - Larry McGrath, the
sports editor for The New
Hampshire, wanted the Wildcats
to win.
"A 4-0 team is a lot easier to talk
to than a 3-1 team," he said.
And when some 15 reporters
from the wire services, local and
school newspapers ran across the
field after the two teams and their
coaches, they saw the difference.
UN H q uarterbac.k Dennis
Stevens did not get into the locker .
room before he was mobbed by
reporters. They shoved microphones in his face· and hurled
questions at him.
Several congratulated him
before they rushed through the
steamy Wildcat locker room to
UNH Head Coach Bill Bowes.
Like Stevens, Bowes was also
mobbed. They asked him what he
was thinking the last five minutes,
when he decided to go for a
touchdown instead of a gametying field goal.
He grinned and answered the
questions . The writers congratulated the coach and ran off again to
find UConn coach Walter Nadzak.
The U Conn locker room was
dead and Nadzak's press

conference demanded the respect
There were no congratulations
of a wake.
for Nadzak. One by one, the
UNH players had shouted and reporters mumbled "Thank you
hurled tape at each other. Hut the Coach" and left.
UConn team slowly peeled off
For sportswriters, talking to
their uniforms or slouched against
coaches after a game is most
the wet cement wall.
important. A writer's view of the
In the next room, which had game is the saine as the fans'. What
bright blue carpet and plastic matters is how the players and
chairs, the reporters sat as they coaches see the game.
scribbled Nadzak's soft-spoken
Arriving a half hour or more
comments.
before kickoff, the writers each
Nadzak slumped in his chair,
find a tag at their seats in the press
sipped a coke, and thought about
box which stands atop the
each question before he answered.
stadium. Also waiting for them are
Often, he would stare at a reporter
who asked a question about piles of literature: free game
UConn's mistakes and smile programs, up-dated player ranks
and statistics, and game .. notes ....
sarcastically.

which tell who's playing, who's
hurt, and more facts about leading
players.
From the press box, unlike
anywhere else in the stadium,
writers can see everything without
moving their heads or craning their
necks.
The field seems sized down, the
end zones no more than a foot
apart. The two teams stand in a
long line, the UNH marching band
is a light blue patch on the far
bleachers, and just below the box is
a steep slope of winter caps and
blowing hair of fans.
During the game, sports officials
read off play results seconds after
the play .. That pass was

The scribes of the Connecticut press box observe Saturday's action.(Tim

Lorette photo)

intended for O'Uonnell. The flag
will be for pass interfere nee against
UConn."
After the referee signals the
penalty, the stadium announcer
reports on the play. Sportswriters ·
tend to hear things twice.
But they don't sit in the box,
which is sheltered but still cold,
and scribble notes on each play in
their notebooks. Minutes after the
game a list of every play is
circulated, so writers only note the
important plays.
Also at their disposal, in
addition to the literature, are free
coffee, -Cokes, doughnuts,
sandwiches, and apples.
They rarely cheer,· but often
comment on the game, and will
share inform.ation with each other
regarding who was defending or
made a tackle on a play.
But there was one- cail Saturday
that surprised everyone. After
Sevens found Gorham in the end
zone and UNH took a lead with 23
seconds left in the game, UConn
brought the ball right back to
Wildcat territorv .
They attemp-t~d to throw for a
touchdown, a UConn receiver and
UNH defender went up, nobody
caught the pass, and a penalty flag
fell to the ground .
There w-as silence in the box.
Then amazement. A referee
signaled and five voices said at
once, "It's against Connecticut!"
The game was over. They
packed up and began the run to the
locker room .
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UNH, Rhode Island both 2-0 in conference

'Cats disCONNect Huskies, tie for YC lead
By Larry McGrath
University of Connecticut coach
Walt Nadzak sat, his eyes moist,
amid a circle of reporters a few
minutes after his team had lost to
UN H in the closing seconds, 28-24
Saturday. The atmosphere was
funeral-like.
"It hurts, it hurts a lot," Nadzak
said. "I heard the noise of the
crowd and said, 'Why is this
happening to me?' "
UConn led the Wildcats by a 2414 score entering the final quarter,
but two Denis Stevens'touchdown
passes and a critical call by the
officials enabled the 'Cats to
remain undefeated after four
games (2-0 in the Yankee
r onference ).

"Stevens didn't have a good first
half (2-11 for 35 yards), but
dammit, he's a winner,"UNH head
coach Bill Bowes said.
The call, offensive pass
interference, came in the UNH end
zone on U Conn's final offensive
play.
UConn, rated as a contender for
the Yankee Conference title this
year, blew a game in which it held a
lead entering the fourth quarter for
the second consecutive week (2718 against Yale Sept. 26).
"To the people in the stands it's
quite a spectacle, bi.It the guy on
the sidelines is dying," Nadzak
said. "There isn't a coach alive who
doesn't have that fear of losing- I

went home last Saturday night and

saw Barry Switzer(Head Coach of
Oklahoma) dying on television.
It's tough to go home and cut the
grass and talk to your neighbors.
Everyone has the same question:
'What happened?'."
UN H has come from behind to
win three of their four victories this
season. The 'Cats have won their
last three games by a margin-ofvictory total of eight points.
"Most people probably don't
realize it, but this football team
(UNH) has won 10 of its last 11
games," Bowes said. "In seven of
those 10, we have come back to
win. That should tell something
about the kids we have playing for
us."
Two comeback wins last year

and all four this year total to six,
but the point is well taken. The
'Cats may not win big, but they
win. They scratch and fight and
somehow come out on top.
In fact the play that won it for
UNH cannot be found in the
Wildcat playbook.
"On that play, the coaches told
me to 'drag' across the field," tight
end Paul Gorham said. "Denis
(Stevens, UN H quarterback) has
optiors. He can throw to Peter
O'Donnell or throw it out of
bounds. When the coaches said
'Max;· that means for me to drag."
UNH had started the final drive
at their own 22 yard line with 2:02
remaining. Three passes to
O'Donnell, one to Gorham and a
Jim Quinn carry moved the ball to
the UConn 12. The 'Cats had used
all of their timeouts and 23 seconds
remained on the clock, when
Gorham completed his "drag."
Stevens hesitated a bit, then
threw for the right corner of the
field near the end zone where
Gorham had opened a three-foot
gap between himself and the

UConn defender. Gorham, who
roomed with Stevens last year,
took the ball in and lowered his
shoulder towards the goal line.
The H uskie defender wrapped
his arms around the Wildcat tight
end in a desperate lunge, but
Gorham slipped in, defender atop
him, one yard deep in the U Conn
end zone. He then awaited his
frenzied teammates as they
enveloped him and danced about.
Another nail in Nadzak's coffin.
"We did the same thing last year,
(31-28 win in last five seconds over
Rhode Island on a two-yard
Stevens-to-Gorham pass),"
Stevens said. "I had to look for
him, he's clutch."
There were 23 seconds
remaining, but UConn was far ·
from dead. The ensuing kickoff,
which was supposed to be a short
"Squibbed" kick, was booted long
by Rusty Foster. Joe Markus, fifth
in the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Assoc. (ECAC) in kickoff returns
headed for an opening in the UNH
FOOTBALL;page 19 .
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UNH volleyhallers
lose Mass. tourney
By Julie Supple
Coach Leah Carter said, "We
The UNH volleyball squad did well for such a young team; we
managed to chalk up only four need more aggressive backrow
victories at the Massachusetts people with quick reaction time."
Invitational Tourney Friday and
Karen Baird, recovering from
· Saturday at Amherst, Mass.
her thumb injury, ~aw !! bit of
Out of a total of sixteen teams, action at the tourney. Karen
the Cats faced New York Tech. (0- B~ardsley ~as the player that kept
2) and Ithaca (0-2). Friday things rolling. "Her superb setting
e".ening, and four teams Saturday. and all around play was definitely
UN H stole one game from both the a key to our successful play,"
University of New Haven ( 1-2). remarked Carter.
Southern Connecticut holds its
and Northeastern ( 1-2), and
peaked during its best played annual tournament this weekend,
match of the day against UConn also consisting of 16 teams.
UNH's Curt (:ollins (40) is sent airborne during Saturday's action. UConn's Lou Donato(49)andJohn Dorsey (2-1 ).
(99) are there to make sure Collins advances no further .(Tim Lorette photo)

Stickwomen stingy, hut winless on weekend
By Jackie MacMullan
Sunday's game·
Minutes before that, the stocky
UNH goalie Robin Balducci let
one shot slip between her legs sophomore stopped a penalty
Sunday. On Saturday she came in stroke by Kathy Krannebitter. The
late in the first half and didn't give stroke was called when Balducci
up any goals. Yet. after a weekend charged out of the net to cut down
of kicking out more than 30 shots the angle of a Habecker drive, and
midfielder Laurie Lagasse swatted
of two national contending teams,
Balducci went home with her share the rebound out of the crease.
Balducci said with one year's
of frustration, but not one win to
experience under her belt, her
her credit.
After the 1-1 tie with
added confidence has allowed her
Westchester University Sunday to play a more aggressive style in
and
1-0 heartbreaking loss to the net.
University of Massachusetts.
"After playing in the nationals
Saturday, the UN H field hockey
last year. I realized that I had to
team now posts a 2-3-1 record . change my style a bit." Balducci
That record is the worst the school said. "I was sitting back and letting
has had in 20 years.
the defense do everything. Now I
And the most frustrating part
know they'll be there for me if I
about it is that the Wildcats played come out."
good, solid hockey all weekend.
Last year as a freshman,
"The whole weekend was a real
Balducci split time in goal with
bummer." Balducci said. "After Deb Cram. also a rookie. Both
having everyone play so hard, it's combined for an undefeated
pretty frustrating not to get the record going into the national
win. The scores this wee·kend dtdn;t tournament. Though Balducci said
really summarize the games."
there was a "lot of pressure last
"They're (the losses) tough to season," she no longer feels the
take when the whole team has put same tension she did out in
in a good effort," Coach Jean Carbondale Illinois.
'
Rilling said after the loss to U mass.
"The whole atmosphere has
"But the name 'of the game is changed this year," she said. "I
putting the ball in the net. I can
don't feel I have to prove myself
coach them and teach them tactics, every game like I did when I was a
but I can't do that for them."
freshman. I don't go out now
Rilling credited her defense with worrying that I'm going to make a
solid performances and singled out
mistake ."
both Balducci and sweeper Shelly
Balducci was called on to make a
Lively as important contributors.
series of quick saves against
..Balducci. had not given up any .. pres-sing- Westchester- forwards in ·
goals in four games before the the opening minutes of the second
drive by Westchester forward
hulf. Once UN H got possession of
Missy Habecker went between her . the ball. however. they retaliated
pads at 31 :04 of the first half of by challenging Westchester

netminder Manon Floquet.
Freshman Mary Ellen Cullinane
collided with Floquet as she was
streaking toward the net. and
officials awarded UNH a penalty
corner. Carla Hesler chose to use
the conventional pass out to the
point, and Donna Modini drilled
one by Floquet to knot the score at
1-1.

The Wildcats kept waiting for
that same last minute goal against
UMass on Saturday, but the
Minutewomen's defense bottled
up the Wildcat's forward line all
afternoon.
UN H, who had never lost to
U Mass in regular season before,
succesfully stifled All-American
forward Judy Strong most of the

day by having Lagasse shadowing
her every move.
But it was Strong who set up the
lone goal of the game. Her initial
shot was stopped by UN H goalie
Deb Cram. but teammate Tish
Stevens was trailing the play and
stuffed the ball home.
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The UNH field hockey team found a victory out of reach over the weekend.(Tim

Skeer photo)

